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Ukrainian institute
elects five new
members of board
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Sulyk, Lotocky consecrated in Rome

by Dr. Jurij Savyckyj
NEW YORK - A t theannual mem–
bership meeting on Friday. March 6.
the members of the Ukrainian institute
of America elected five new members to
the 12-member board of directors.
Elected were Zenon Babiuk, Walter
Baranetsky, Walter Nazarewicz, Dr.
Jurij Savyckyj and Dr. Stepan Wo–
roch. These were the candidates recom–
mended by the Friends of the Ukrainian
institute and also proposed by the
nominating committee.
During the meeting, which featured a
record turnout of about 200і people and
was chaired by Theodore Dzus, reports
were heard from the various officers
and committee chairmen on the current
status and the activities at the Ukrainian
institute in the past year. (A more
detailed account of these reports and
the meeting will be published in the near
future.)
The financial crisis of the institute
was discussed at length. A S200 assess–
ment per each full member for 1981 was
approved by the membership.
A welcome surprise was the appea– Newly consecrated Ukrainian Catholic hierarchs Archbishop Stephen Sulyk (fourth from right) and Bishop innocent Lotocky
rance of a delegation of four students
(third from left) are shown with Patriarch Josyf Slipyj (center) and other Ukrainian Catholic bishops.
from the New York University Ukrai–
nian Students' Association. Spokesmen
The newly consecrated hierarchs
ROME — in a special ceremony held be protectors and guardians of the
Stefan Nychay and Orest Kyzyk declar– here in St. Sophia Cathedral on March Ukrainian Catholic Church.
returned to the United States on Thurs–
ed their support for the institute during 1, Patriarch Josyf Slipyj consecrated
day, March 5. The new metropolitan
A reception in the Ukrainian Catho– will be installed on March 31 in the
th-is critical time. They pledged their Msgr. Stephen Sulyk archbishop of
help and promised their efforts to rally Philadelphia, and the very Rev. innor lic University 'in Rome followed the immaculate Conception Cathedral in
the Ukrainian students of the New York cent Lotocky OSBM, bishop of Chi– installation ceremony. Later a dinner Philadelphia by the apostolic delegate
was held at Ukrainian Catholic Semi- in the United States, Archbishop Pio
area to the aid of the Ukrainian insti– cago.
nary, with all the bishops, clergy and Laghi. Bishop innocent Lotocky will be
tute.
Patriarch Slipyj was the principal many faithful in attendance. Principal installed in the St. Nicholas Eparchy in
At this time tax-deductible donations
to the Legal Defense Fund are vital. celebrant and consecrator at the ponti– speakers at the event were Archbishop Chicago on April 2 by ArchbishopPlease make checks payable to the ftcal divine liturgy. Archbishop Gabriel Brini. Archbishop-Metropolitan Sulyk Metropolitan Sulyk.
Bukatko from Yugoslavia, Bishop Neil and Archbishop Bukatko.
(Continued on page 15)
Of the 36 priests attending the instal–
Savaryn from Canada, Bishop Platon
lation ceremony, 20 were from the
On Monday, March 2, divine liturgy
Kornyliak from West Germany, Bishop
United States. Among them were: the
Basil Losten from the United Statesand was celebrated at the tomb of St. Rev. Patrick Pashchak, heading the
Bishop Myroslav Marusynfrom Rome Josaphat in St. Peter's Basilica by all delegation of St. Basil the Great; the
concelebrated the divine liturgy. Ukrainian Catholic bishops present in
Revs: Thomas Barylak, Petro Lypyn,
Rome. That afternoon, there was a
Emil Manastersky, Peter Fedorchuk,
The ceremony of consecration was banquet honoring the newly consecrat– Michael Pyrih, Peter Skrincosky, Ste–
performed by Patriarch Slipyj, who was ed bishops at the Leonardo da vinci phen Chomko, Msgr. Robert Moskal
NEW YORK - SUSTA (Federation assisted by Bishops Losten and Sa– Hotel, with some 200 guests in atten–
and the Rev. Hegumen Dr. volodymyr
of Ukrainian Student Organizations of varyn, in the presence of Cardinal dance. Among the guests of honor was Gavlich.
America) will hold a student conference Wladyslaw Rubin, prefect of the Sacred Archbishop A. Silvestrini from the
here at the Ukrainian Liberation Congregation for Oriental Churches. vatican's Department of State. Cardi–
Front building. 136 Second Ave., on Archbishop Mario Brini. secretary of nal Rubin and Archbishop Brini.
March 21-22. The theme of the two-day the congregation. Archbishop Jean
On Tuesday, March 3, the newly
conference is "Developing and Utilizing .latlot. the vatican's former apostolic consecrated bishops concelebrated a
В State Department report on
Student Potential."
human rights — page 2.
delegate to the United States. 36 priests divine liturgy. Thereafter, they were
The program for the conference is: (among them 20 from the United Suites) guests of honor at the Motherhouse of
Ш Fraternal communicators proSaturday — 9 a.m., registration: 10 and a group of some 300 faithful from the Sisters Servants of Mary.
gram - page 5.
a.m.. council of Ukrainian student club Europe and America
Ш Shcvchenko's creative process
Archbishop-Metropolitan Sulyk and
presidents: noon, lunch; 1 p.m.. panel:
by Dr. Pavlo Zajcev
page 7.
Bishop
Lotocky
were
received
in
a
in his sermon during the divine
"The Student Hromada as a means for
Ш On being l'krainian by Marta
Development": 4 p.m.. panel discussion liturgy. Patriarch Slipyj. in referring to private audience by Pope John Paul 11
Korduba
page 8.
on the topic: "Why arc Our Parents the tradition set by his predecessor on Wednesday. March 4. Earlier that
Ш Helen Pcrozak Smindak's Pa–
Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky. e.x– day. Ukrainian bishops and laymen were
Fighting?": 8 p.m.. film night.
norama
page 9.
horted the newly consecrated bishops to invited for an audience with the pontiff.
(Continued on page 15)

SUSTA holds
conference in N.Y.
next weekend
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Each year the Department of State
submits a report on human rights
practices throughout the world to the U.S.
Congress in compliance with the Foreign
Assistance Act ol 1961.
The 1980 report covers 153 countries recipients of U.S. economic or security
assistance and United Nations memberstates.
Below is the State Department's report on
the Soviet Union, which we reprint for the
information of our readers.
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— as a high Soviet official in charge of
emigration did on the eve of the Madrid
CSCE meeting - that the USSR "lacks
objective conditions for the develop–
ment of emigration as a social pheno–
menon."
in 1976, the Soviets announced
measures to simplify emigration proce–
dures and reduce emigration fees, which
they presented as bringing their practice
into conformity with the Helsinki Final
Act. in 1977, passport and visa fees were
again lowered. Laws and regulations
which govern travel and emigration
abroad are not publicly available,
however, except for those concerning
passport fees.
Application procedures for emigra–
tion are cumbersome and expensive.
The cost of an emigration passport to a
"capitalist" country is 200 rubles (ap–
proximetely S3L0, down from 400
rubles as of 1976 and from 300 rubles as
of 1977). in addition, those seeking to
emigrate to israel — the bulk of all
emigrants — are required to give up
their Soviet citizenship, an act which
costs 500 rubles (approximetely S775).
This is a reduction from 800 rubles as of
1976.
Costs and cumbersome procedures
aside, emigration from the Soviet
Union is still not easy, it frequently
involves a variety of administrative and
extra-legal sanctions, including loss of
job, harassment, and social ostracism.
Delay is often used against potential
emigrants; many Soviet Jews have
waited unsuccessfully more than eight

Defector who returned to USSR
suffers reprisals, receives threats

Russian nationalism is at heart
of Soviet power, says columnist
of

When the company toured italy, he
applied for asylum at the U.S. Embassy
in Rome, in defecting, Mr. Stepanov
left behind his wife. Liuba, a dancer
with the Bolshoi Ballet, his mother and
a brother, who is a surgeon.

decided to appeal to officials at the

-

na–
WASH1NGTON - Russian nationa–
lism — and not Communist ideology - 'iet
lies at the heart of understanding Soviet
power and domestic cohesiveness,
ss,
according to columnist Stephen S.
S.
Rosenfeld.
0f
Writing in the February 20 issue of
eld
The Washington Post, Mr. Rosenfeld
To the delight of Soviet officials, Mr. asserted that, behind Soviet power lies
lies
Stepanov decided to return to the Russian nationalism, and it is "the
th e
Soviet Union.
to
element on which the Kremlin relies; to
by
in Moscow, Mr. Stepanov told the appeal to Soviet masses turned off by
for
Times, he was met by KGB agents who ideology and to provide a rationale for
questioned him closely about his two- its military surge of the last 20 years."
"s."
month stay in the United States. They
r
in
chiding
President
Reagan
for
told him that he had betrayed his
1^1
motherland, but could rejoin his former stressing ideology in his recent verbal
4r.
ballet company if he told his colleagues , attacks on the Soviet Union, Mr.
how bad life was in America. Mr.
Stepanov refused.

According to the Times, Mr. Stepa–
nov found out that there had been no
official reprisals against his family other
than not permitting his wife to travel to
Japan with the Bolshoi. Most of his
friends thought he was foolish to return
to the Soviet Union.
The security police arranged an
interview for him with the newspaper
izvestia
and coached him on his an–
"1 was happy with my work. For the
first time in my life 1 knew what it was to swers.
work creatively with other dancers.
"The KGB man told me to say 1 had
Everything was fine, but 1 had to know been led astray by listening to the voice
if there were reprisals in Moscow. І of America, and when 1 was on tour in
suffered, imagining what might have the West 1 was carried away by the
happened," the young dancer told glittering shop windows, but after І
Times correspondent Anthony Austin defected 1 realized what a sham it was,"
during an interview.
Mr. Stepanov told
Mr. Austin.
When he found out his wife was not
Even though Mr. Stepanov insists
permitted to join the Bolshoi on a
Japanese tour, his fears intensified. He that he did not make any disparaging
(Continued on page 15)
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(Continued on page 12)

Rosenfeld contends that, if the U.S.
government recognizes the importance
of nationalism to the Soviet strategy, it
can better understand the workings of
the Soviet system and formulate an
appropriate policy.
According to Mr. Rosenfeld, Com–
munist ideology is weakening, and
President Reagan, by omitting refe–
rences to Russian chauvinism and
exaltation of power, was placing too
much emphasis on the potency of
Communist doctrine.
Although postulating that Russian
nationalism helps Soviet leaders keep a
grip on power, Mr. Rosenfeld also
(Continued on page 15)
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There are more than a dozen docu–
mented cases of persons living in the
USSR with a valid claim to U.S. citizenship who have been denied permission
to leave, several for many decades, in
addition, there are at least seven longstanding cases in which the Soviet
government has denied permission for

Soviet Mission to the United Nations
for information about his family.
"1 knew they would reply that if 1 was
so concerned about my relatives, 1
should go back to the Soviet Union,"he
said. "1 was prepared to agree. І no
longer cared what happened to me. І felt
it was my duty to my family."

When he got to the United States Mr.
Stepanov joined the New Jersey Ballet
in West Orange at 5500 per week. All
efforts to reach relatives in the Soviet
Union failed.
Fearing reprisals against his family,
Mr.Stepanov was overcome by feelings
of uncertainty and guilt.

^

years tor permission to leave. Because in
most cases those who apply to emigrate
lose their jobs, they are exposed to the
clanger of being prosecuted as "paradanger
sites."
There was a sharp drop in the num–
bers of Jews allowed to .emigrate in
1980, with 21.000 Jews being allowed to
leave, as compared with a record 51,000
for 1979. The decline became noticeable, however, late in 1979. A small
portion of this decrease can be attri–
buted to disruptions in processing of
emigrants caused by the Olympics.
According to Jewish sources in the
Soviet Union, the drop may be explain–
ed by the deterioration in East-West
relations and Soviet fears of a Jewish
"brain drain." Jewish sources estimate
that there are still over 200,000 Jews
holding letters of invitation ("vyzovs")
from israel, which are needed to apply
to emigrate.
The only area where emigration
increased significantly was in Soviet
Armenia, with over 6,000 Armenians
departing in 1980, mostly to the United
States. Currently, approximately 100
Soviets families, consisting of approxi–
mately 300 individuals, are included on
a United States Government Represen–
'tation List of those actively seeking to
join close relatives in the United States
and who have been repeatedly refused
exit permission by the Soviet govern–
ment.

State Department
ient reports on
human rightss in the USSR

from their homes without permission.
Although these state and collective farm
workers are now legally entitled to
passports, actual implementation of
this provision is uncertain.
Former prisoners are prohibited
Conclusion
from settling in certain areas, even after
they have served their sentences. Cer–
Freedom of movement within the coun– tain national minorities, such as the
try, foreign travel, emigration and re–
Crimean Tatars, Meskhi and volga
patriation
Germans, are prevented from freely
Freedom of movement is neither resettling in the native areas from which
guaranteed' by law nor respected in they were deported during World War
practice. Athough Soviet citizens are 11 for being security risks or for alleged–
generally free to move about within the iy collaborating with the Germans.
territory of the USSR, travel to certain These charges have been officially
areas, such as some border regions or acknowledged as spurious. Nonethe–
areas of military significance, requires less, activists on behalf of the rights of
special permission. All adult such groups, such as Dr. Rollan Kadi–
Soviet citizens are issued identity yev of the Crimean Tatars, have been
documents ("passports") which must be subject to harassment and arrest.
carried for internal travel and used to
The USSR has ratified international
register local stays of longer than three agreements such as the international
days with the authorities. The greater Covenants on Civil and Political Rights
part of the country remains closed to and on Economic, Social and Cultural
foreigners.
Rights, and the international Conven–
The right to choose one's place of tion on the Elimination of all Forms of
residence, although formally guaran– Racial Discrimination, in which the
teed by law, is subject to restrictions in rights to leave one's country and return
practice. All persons are required to thereto is enumerated. But this right is
register at their place of residence. The restricted in practice beyond what is
authorities limit the issuance of resi– permissible by these documents.
dence permits in some large cities, such
Reunification of divided families and
as Moscow and Leningrad, where marriage to foreign nationals are the
housing is at a premium and in frontier only officially recognized grounds for
districts and other areas such as the emigration from the Soviet Union.
Crimea. Until 1976, workers on state Soviet authorities adamantly refuse to
and collective farms did not receive recognize the right pf emigration; but
internal passports and could not travel attempt to obscure this fact by arguing

MOSCOW - Yuri Stepano,v, a
young Soviet ballet dancer who de–
fected to the United States on January
21, l980jonly to return two months later
because he feared reprisals against his
family, is now suffering the wages of his
sin, according to a March 10 story in
The New York Times.
The 32-year-old dancer, a member of
the chorus of the Moscow Classical
Ballet, made his decision to defect when
he realized that his creativity and career
were stagnating in the USSR, and
dancers were forced to play "politics" to
get better roles.

„
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Committee endorses Lefever
ROCKviLLE. Md. -TheCommit–
tee for a Balanced Human-Rights
Policy, a bipartisan group of citizens
established to promote a responsible
human-rights policy "consistent with
the interests of the United States and the
free world," has announced its endorse–
ment of Dr. Ernest Lefever. nominee for
the position of assistant secretary of
state for human rights and humanir
tarian affairs.
The committee claims to represent
over 20 million Americans concerned
with the human-rights policy of the
United States.
in its statement of purpose, the
committee says: "Dr. Lefever, we be–
lieve, is fully qualified to restore balance
in the nation's human-rights policy and
will implement policies and programs designed to strengthen human rights
around the world consistent with the
freedom and independence of the
United States and its allies."
The committee also noted "widespread concern by the American people
that human-rights considerations had

Czecho-Slovakia forces
previously exempt priests
to serve in military

been allowed to influence and even
determine policy directed towards
Third World and allied countries —
often in a manner inconsistent with
United States and free world security
interests."
According to the committee, a sub–
stantial segment of the American elec–
torate has been concerned about what it
called a "double standard" in the
implementation of human-rights po–
licy. "While numerous voices were
raised... in protest of violations in
certain pro-Western Latin American,
African and Asian countries, little
public outcry was heard concerning
such outrages as were occurring in
Cambodia, Ethiopia. Cuba, Eastern
Europe, the Soviet Union and other
countries subject to Marxist totalitarian
rule," the committee said.
in endorsing Dr. Lefever, the com–
mittee, listing dozens of organizations
representing "Americans who trace
their ancestry to countries presently
under Marxist totalitarian control or
subject to subversion by Soviet-backed
forces," urges the members of the
Senate to unanimously confirm Dr.
Lefever's appointment."
Among those signing the statement of
endorsement for Dr. Lefever are: Dr.
valentina Kalynyk, Americans to Free
Captive Nations; Dr. Mychajlo Kush–
nir. Organization for trie Defense of
Four Freedoms for Ukraine; Ulana
Mazurkevich, Human Rights for Uk–
raine Committee; Paul Fenchak, Ukrai–
nian Education Association; John
Basarab, Ukrainian National lnforma–
tion Service; Prof. Askold Skalsky,
editor of News from Ukraine; Dr.
Walter Dushnyck, editor of The Ukrai–
nian Quarterly; and Alexandra Shwed,
Ukrainian Anti-Defamation League.
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Demjanjuk defense rests case
C L E v E L A N D - Attorneys for
John Demianjuk, the 60-year-old labor–
er accused of lying to immigration
officials about his past in order to
obtain U.S. citizenship, rested its case
on March 10 after presenting a state–
ment from a former camp guard who
testified that he had never seen the
defendant at Treblirika. according to
the Associated Press.
Feodor Fedorenko, who was cleared
of war-crime charges but later stripped
of his citizenship last January on an
immigration charge, said in a deposi–
tion that he did not recall seeing Mr.
Demjanjuk at the concentration camp
in Poland. The testimony was not read
aloud in court.
The government contends that Mr.
Demjanjuk was the notorious ivan the
Terrible at the Treblinka and Sobibor
camps. The defendant has maintained
throughout the proceedings that he was
a German prisoner-of-war and never
served as a camp guard.

Technically, Mr. Demjanjuk is charge
with misrepresenting his past when'
entering the United States in
1952 and illegally obtainiang citizenship
six years later. The U.S. government
has no jurisdiction in trying him as a
war criminal.
M uch of the controversy surrounding
the case, which has aroused the Ukrai–
nian community here and has led to
some antagonism between Ukrainians
and Jews, centers on the admissibility of
Soviet-supplied evidence.
Ukrainians have long contended that
the use of such evidence imperils the
Ukrainian community in the United
States, and could preclude a fair trial for
any Ukrainian accused of collaboration
by the government's Office of Special
investigations, which is charged with
weeding out and prosecuting alleged
collaborators living in the United
States.
Federal District Judge Frank J.
Battisti will rule whether Mr. Demjan–
juk will be allowed to keep his citizenship.

Dissident's trial begins in Yugoslavia

WASHINGTON - Thefirstmajor ing socio-political conditions in the
trial of a political dissident in Yugo– country during interviews with foreign
slavia since the death of President Tito media."
last May started in the northwest city of
According to the Post story, a West
Zagreb, the February 23 Washington German television crew was stopped at
Post
reported.
Zagreb
airport by the police last spring
ORANGE, Calif. - Priests previously
The Post cited a report in Tanjug, the and a film from an interview with Gen.
exempted from military service are now
official Yugoslav news agency that Tudjman was impounded. The film
being drafted into the army in CzechoCroatian historian and former Army reportedly is among evidence that the
Slovakia, according to Keston College.
Gen. Franjo Tudjman. was charged state will produce at Gen. Tudjman's
Authorities in Slovakia arc employ–
with "maliciously and falsely represent" trial.
ing new and more rigorous methods to
in October, 1972, the Post relates.
reduce the number of active clergy,
Gen. Tudjman was sentenced to two
especially young men who are active in
years in jail for "criminal acts against
pastoral work. Several cases, from
the state and people." He had claimed
different parts of Slovakia, have now
Represented among the signatories
that nationalism in Croatia, one of the
come to light in which priests, who are Germans, Poles, Ukrainians, Hun–
six republics and two autonomous
had been pronounced unfit for garians, Lithuanians, Czechs, Slovaks,
provinces that make up federal Yugo–
military service for health reasons have Rumanians, Latvians, Russians, Byelo–
slavia, was being brutually repressed,
since been called up. They now have to russians, Bulgarians, Estonians, Ser–
serve for two years, despite their bians, Croatians, Slovenians, viet–
OTTAWA - in a speech before the according to the „Post.
objection on medical grounds. Those namese, Koreans, Chinese, Armenians Canadian Senate on February 24, Sen.
in question are not allowed to appeal.
and Cubans.
Paul Yuzyk marked the 63rd anniversary
of the formation of the Estonian Demo–
cratic Republic, which declared its
independence in 1918, one month after
the Ukrainian National Republic did
so.
The other Baltic nations - Latvia
ORANGE, Calif. - Keston News number now reaches 53, a dramatic and Lithuania — also proclaimed their
WASHINGTON - The u.s. Agri–
independence, and they remained free
has compiled a list of Christian priso– increase of 40.
Keston News said that the number of until 1940, when they were forcibly culture Department predicted on March
ners in the USSR, complete with up9
that
the Soviet Union's grain crop will
incorporated
into
the
Soviet
Union
as
a
dates on new arrests and prisoner Uniates (a category which includes Uk–
releases between 1979 and January of rainian Catholics, as well as Byelorus– result of the Hitler-Stalin non-agression fall far short of Moscow's target for the
third consecutive year, according to
sjans) imprisoned since 1979 has pact.
this year.
Reuters.
The chart indicates that the greatest remained at 18, with a prisoner released
"Although the Soviet Union had
jump in net imprisonment is among the in 1980 but another sentenced last year. recognized the independence and sove–
The department also said that the
Baptists, with a jump of 57 new priso–
Overall, the number of Christian reignty of the three Baltic states in 1920,"
ners. The total of Baptists imprisoned prisoners has skyrockedted from 180 in Sen. Yuzyk said, "that did not deter the short-fall will force the Soviet govern–
ment to continue importing large a–
for their beliefs now totals 94.
-1979- to 307 as of January.
Communist government from invading mounts of grain.
Thirteen Seventh.Day Adventists The complete Keston chart appears those countries in June 1940."
were reportedly jailed in 1979, but the ' below, " ;'.: 5
After two years of crop failures, the
Noting that the Baltic states were
fully recognized by the Supreme Coun– Soviet Union needs a bumper crop in
CHRISTIAN PRISONERS IN THE USSR
1981
to rebuild depleted reserves and
cil of the Allied Powers in 1921, and
were immediately admitted to the offset the impact from the U.S. grain
-i
„ ffi
„,
m
m
League of Nations, Sen. Yuzyk remind– embargo imposed after the Kremlin's
o.
Denomination
Г- -M
5 s X' Z t
о
3;
Os JJ
ed his colleagues that neitherthe United intervention in Afghanistan, Reuters
2 g
H
2g
3 t
States nor Canada have formally re- said.
3 t
-Hi
36
16
cognized the annexation of the Baltic
Orthodox
til
3
0
25
3
1
0
-2
-2
Georgian
0
0
0
states by the Soviet Union, but they
3
Soviet crop problems again this year
2
3
4-2
-t-1
1
-1
Armenian
2
0
do "give recognition to the (unofficial) would play an important role in Presi–
2
0
20
0
0
0
True Orthodox
20
0
consuls of the Baltic states."
dent Reagan's eventual decision on the
94
60
^57
17
^43
-H4
Baptists
10
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future of the embargo.
8
35
-1
-M
5
-2
Pentecostals
36
3
Referring to Estonians now living in
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^16
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8
^24
Adventists
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Canada,
Sen.
Yuzyk
said:
"1
would
like
Although U.S. officials in Moscow
10
-f8
-H4
26
0
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Catholics
12
6
to congratulate the Canadian citizens of forecast a crop yield of between 205 and
0
-1
18
0
0
-4
Uniates
18
1
Estonian ancestry for their devotion to 215 million tons during 1981, that
0
0
6
Pokutnyky
0
0
0
6
0
the principles of freedom and demo– would still be well below the Kremlin's
1
-4
2
0
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Methodists
1
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many contributions to their adopted crop was a meager 189 million tons,
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country."
Reuters reported!
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Keston News chart reveals
extent of religious persecution
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Sen. Paul Yuzyk
speaks on Estonia's
anniversary

Soviet grain crop
will fall short
of 1981 target
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Polovchak adjusts to America
as legal battle continues
CH1CAGO - Walter Polovchak.
the 13-year-old Ukrainian boy who was
granted political asylum last year after
he backed out of family plans to return
to Ukraine, is adapting well to his new
homeland despite the specter of a
complex legal battle that may take vears
to sort out. according to the March 8
Chicago Tribune.
Walter's case is currently snared in
various courts - federal, state and local
- with legal maneuverings on both
sides expected to drag on for many
months.
Meanwhile. Walter is staying with a
court-appointed Ukrainian American
family here, and he has become a better–
than-average student at the William P.
Gray elementary school.
Attorney Julian Kulas told Howard
A. Tyner of the Tribune that Walter is
"about 90 percent fluent in Fnelish "
and "Understands just about cvery–
thing."
His passion is soccer, and he plays
goalie for a neighborhood youth team.
Occasionally, he attends professional
matches. Most Sundays, he attends
services at a local Ukrainian Catholic
church with his foster family.
Walter's parents. Michael and Anna
Polovchak. who refuse to leave the
United States without theirteenageson.
attend the same church but at different
times. Mrs. Polovchak continues to
work as a custodian at a local hospital,
and the family has moved to a smaller
apartment along with their youngest
son. 7-year-old Michael. Mr. Polov–
chak. who was a custodian, is currently
unemployed despite his attorney's
a t t e m p t s to find him work.

TUSM organizes
Shukhevych week
NEW YORK - A demonstration in
defense of imprisoned Ukrainian dissi–
dent Yuriy Shukhevych, organized by
TUSM - the Ukrainian Student Or–
ganization of Michnowsky — will take
place here at Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
near the United Nations at 2 p.m. on
March 28.
The demonstration is part of the
student group's Yuriv Shukhevych
Week, which will run from March 23 to
28.
According to a TUSM spokesman,
seveal local federal and municipal
officials have been invited to address the
Shukhevych rally, which will proceed to
the Soviet Mission to the United Na–
tions on East 67th Street.
Other activities planned for Shu–
khevych Week include public seminars
and special forums at several universi–
ties.
Oh March 27, three former dissidents
— Sviatoslav Karavansky, Nina Stro–
kata and Lithuanian viadas Sakalys–
will speak about Mr. Shukhevych and
the dissident movement in the Soviet
Union at the Ukrainian institute of
America. The program is scheduled to
begin at 2 p.m.
Also in conjuction with Shukhevych
Week, open meetings are scheduled to
be held at NYU's Loeb Student Center
at 7 p.m. on March 20, and at St. John's
University at Marillac Hall (Room
33A) at noon oti March 24.

Walter's sister. Natalie, who along
with her brother ran away from her
parents last July 14. is currently staving
with a cousin. Now 18. she is to
graduate from Carl Shurz High School
in June and intends to go on to study
nursing.
The Polovchaks never opposed their
daughter's desire to remain in the
United States, and on Tuesday. March
3. Juvenile Court Judge Joseph C.
Mooney. who has been presiding over
the case, dismissed the charge that she
was a "minor in need of supervision,"
thus officially freeing her from any
further legal proceedings.
Once a week, as ordered by Judge
Mooney. Walter and a case worker
from the Department of Children and
Family Services visit his parents'apart–
ment, but little progress has been made
toward the family reconciliation of
which the judge spoke when he set up
the sessions.
The legal developments may prove to
be a jurist's nightmare. An appeal filed
by the Polovchaks, who are being
represented by the American Civil
Liberties Union, is pending before the
lllinois Apcllate Court.
Mr. Kulas. Walter's lawyer, filed a
motion with the court to dismiss the
appeal. A similar request was made the
week before by the state's attorney, who
has become involved in the case.
if the appellate court should throw
out the case, it could order Judge
Mooney to resume the custody hearings
that were interrupted by the appeal last
November.
Even less progress has been made in
the federal suit filed by the Polovchaks
against the U.S. immigration and
Naturalization Service for granting
young Walter political asylum without
first consulting them. The judge assign–
cd to the case had been engaged in
another trial which ended only last
month.
in another development, the Soviet
government has stepped up its involve–
ment in the affair, accusing the U.S.
courts of dragging their feet on the
Polovchak case and of "forcibly detain–
ing" Soviet citizens wishing to return to
their homeland.
Despite all this, the Chicago Tribune
reports. Walter is adjusting well to
his now familiar surroundings and is
becoming more Americanized, donning
sleek, wire-rimmed glasses and. overall,
taking on "the American look."

Dayton Ukrainians
establish club
DAYTON. Ohio. - The Ukrainian
Club of Dayton is now off the ground
and flying ahead. During the past
several months, the group has already
held several meetings under the leadership of Halia Pushkar.
Activities planned include an article
by Ms. Pushkar on Ukrainian pysanky
in the March-April issue of Dayton
magazine and the establishment of two
Ukrainian booths at the annual international Festival to be held at Dayton's
Convention Center on May 29-31. Two
Ukrainian dance groups under the
direction of Mary Dimiduck and Ms.
Pushkar will perform at the Festival.
Anyone in the Southwest Ohio region
interested in joining the Ukrainian Club
of Dayton may contact Ms. Pushkar.at
(513) 435-9477 or write to her at: 5417
Carrielfa Place. Dayton, Ohi6 45"429.
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Lotocky installation, banquet
slated for April 2
CH1CAGO - On Thursday, April
2, the Most Rev. innocent Hilarion
Lotocky OSBM will be installed as
second bishop of St. Nicholas Dio–
cese in Chicago for Ukrainians.
The ceremonies will take place in
the newly renovated St. Nicholas
Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral on
Oakley and Rice streets, at 2 p.m.
Later that evening the bishop will be
feted at a testimonial ba"""et at the
Marriott O'Hare Hotel, Higgins and
Cumberland avenues.
Presiding over the solemn act of
installation in St. Nicholas Cathedral
will be the apostolic delegate to the
UnitedStates. Archbishop Pio Laghi.
Archbishop-Metropolitian Stephen
Sulyk of Philadelphia will perform
the official act of installation.
Bishop Lotocky was pastor of
immaculate Conception Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Hamtramck,
Mich., prior to his selection as bishop
of the St. Nicholas Diocese in Chica–
go. Official announcement of his
appointments as bishop was made by
Pope John Paul 11 on January 29, the
eve of the Feast of Three' Holy
Hierarchs.
Bishop Lotocky was consecrated
in Rome on March 1 by Cardinal
Joseph Slipyj. Co-consecrators were

Bishop Neil Savaryn of the Edmon–
ton Ukrainian Catholic Diocese and
Bishop Basil Losten of the Stamford
Ukrainian Catholic Diocese.
Many Eastern and Western Rite
Catholic bishops are expected to
attend the solemn installation ceremonies. Dignitaries from various
religious communities have announce
ed their intention to participate.
Representatives from many Eastern
and Roman Rite religious commu–
nities will be among the large throng
expected. A large contingent of
parishioners from Bishop Lotocky's
former parish in Hamtramck is
planning to come to the celebration.
The Chicago Divine Liturgy com–
posed by Prof. Andrij Hnatyschynof
vienna will be sung by the 100-voice
Metropolitan Sheptytsky Choir of
Chicago under the direction of choir
master Juriy Jarymowych. Troparia
and other moveable parts for this
special intention will be sung by the
Chorus Male Quartet under the
direction of Julian Pozniak.
Preparations for the installation
ceremonies are being handled by the
Chancery Office, information may
be obtained from Msgr. William
Bilinsky, chancellor of the diocese,
2245 W. Rice St., Chicago.

Polish American Congress urges
establishment of relief committees
CH1CAGO - The Polish American
Congress recently issued a nationwide
appeal to its state chapters to organize
special relief committees to help gather
donations for badly needed food and
medicine for Poland.
The congress executive has set up a
special national committee, comprised
of state division chairmen, to coordi–
nate the drive.
in its appeal, the Polish organization
outlined details of the project,indicating
how the food and medicine will be
transported and eventually distributed
to those in need.
Over 3,000 parcels of non-perishable
food will be shipped to Hamburg or
Gdansk, and then by tractor to the
designated diocese for distribution. The
shipments will be coordinated with the
Polish Episcopate.
Other food will be sent from England
directly to private charitable institutions
in Poland, such as orphanages and old
age homes.
All packages will be duty free as a
result of a special arrangement with the
Polish government.
The Polish American Congress re–
vealed that it was asked by representa–
tives of Solidarity, the independent
trade union, to organize a Medicine
Bank in the United States to coordinate
the purchase and delivery of drugs and
medicines.
The union has organized a Medical
Committee in Poland that has, with the
cooperation of Poland's minister of
health, selected 58 drugs and sutures as
top priority items.
The government has agree to furnish
a warehouse for storage of the medi–
cines, but the distribution of the drugs
will be overseen by Solidarity's medical
committee. The government has also
agreed to waive all duties on the drugs,
and will ship them, free of charge, to
Poland on Lot. the national airline, or
by ship.
''

The Polish authorities further agreed
to pay the cost of all phone, telegram
and mailing expenses incurred by the
union.
According to the Polish American
Congress, headed by Aloysius A. Ma–
zewski, the shortages are so acute, that
the project is expected to last for two or
three years.
All contributions to the Polish relief
effort are tax deductible, arid donations
may be sent to: Polish American Con–
gress. Charitable Foundation, 1200 N.
Ashland Ave., Chicago, ill. 60622.

Mayor to chair
Polish aid group
PERTH AMBOY, N.J. - Mayor
George Otlowski, a member of the New
Jersey Assembly, will become the
chairman of the newly formed Food
and Medicine for Poland Committee,
according to the Polish American
Congress which organized the com–
mittee.
The committee was formed to help
ease the shortages of food and medicine
in Poland as a result of the labor unrest
and a badly slumping economy.
Zbigniew Gryszkiewicz, a legal con–
sul with the trade union. Solidarity, met
with representatives of the congress
while on a recent tour of the United
States, and noted that there was special
concern for the welfare of children in
Poland.
All funds sent to Poland will be
administered by representatives of
Solidarity and the Roman Catholic
Church with the cooperation of govern–
ment officials.
"v
Mr. Otlowski has had prior fundraising experience as chairman of the
New Jersey chapter of Rada -Polonii.
which raised and distributed millions of
dollars of aid to Poland after World
War H.
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UNA'ers communicate the fraternal message
by Marta Korduba
JERSEY C1TY - UNA members
throughout the United States are taking
part in a project to share information
about the UNA and Ukrainian Ame–
ricans with local opinion leaders. From
New York City to Seattle, UNA'ers are
approaching members of the media,
elected officials, teachers and students
in an effort to increase awareness about
U krainians in their respective states and
also about the activities of their local
UNA branches.
This project is part of the fraternal
communicators program, initiated by
the National Fraternal Congress of
America, an umbrella organization of
98 fraternal societies, including the
UNA.
The fraternal communicators program was designed to demonstrate the
character of fraternal organizations, as
well as the role they play in American
communities. Several UNA partici–
pants in the program have submitted
the results of the first project.

engaged in a very stimulating conversa–
tion which touched on the Ukrainian
community and the events which led to
the post-World War 11 Ukrainian
immigration. Mayor Conway was very
interested in the activities of the local
Ukrainian community in St. Louis and
pledged his support of that community.
Romana Rudnyk, daughter of Au–
gustin Rudnyk, president of UNA
Branch 257 in Monrovia, Calif., and a
1981 UNA scholarship winner, reported
that she contacted the social sciences
department of the California State
Polytechnic University (where she is a
student) and offered to conduct a
discussion about Ukraine, Ukrainian
Americans and the UNA. Miss Rudnyk
said that unfortunately, most of the
college students were not aware of the
ethnic diversity found in the Soviet
Union, and that a large percentage
believed that Ukraine and Russia are
synonymous terms. She said that her
fellow students marveled at the extent

Yaroslawa Williams, secretary of
UNA Branch 373 in St. Louis, paid a
visit to Mayor Jim Conway. Mrs.
Williams said that she was pleased to
have taken part in a project which
provided a framework by which she
could acquaint the American public
with Ukrainian Americans. Mrs. Wil–
liams said that she and Mayor Conway

The UNA fraternal activities office is
optimistic that the participation of
UNA members will contribute to the
success of the project.
Anyone interested in participating in
the project should write to: Marta
-Korduba, Ukrainian National Associa–
tion, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City,
N.J. 07302.

Also in conjunction with the com–
municators program, Mrs. Klos invited
a neighborhood women's guild to her
home for a display of Ukrainian Easter
eggs, a brief presentation about Ukrai–
nian Americans and the UNA, and
refreshments. Captivated by the tiny
masterpieces, members of the women's
guild became very interested in the
people and the nation in which this
unique art form o r i g i n a t e d .

WASHINGTON - A copy of a
strongly worded letter urging President
Ronald Reagan to consider the plight of
Soviet dissidents before beginning
serious negotiations with the Soviets,
has been sent to the White Hbuse. The
letter was signed by members of the
Ukrainian community as well as former
dissidents Petro vins, Sviatoslav Kara–
vansky, Nadia Svitlychna and Nina
Strokata.

All participants in the program
signed the letter, and on January 24,
Ukrainians in Lorain, Ohio, also com–
memorating the Day of Solidarity,
signed a copy of the letter.

of organized Ukrainian activity in
America. Miss Rudnyk addedthatshe
found the project very rewarding,
particularly when her fellow students
noted the pride she had taken in her Uk–
rainian heritage.
f
Representing the UNA in the Pacific
Northwest is victoria Klos of Branch
496 in Seattle. Mrs. Klos met with
Rosanne Royer, wife of Seattle's Mayor
Charles Royer, ex-president and active
member of the Ethnic Heritage Council
of Washington (where Mrs. Klos is also
active). They discussed ways of imple–
menting the concept of the fraternal
communicators program in Seattle, in
an effort to strengthen ties between
local ethnic groups.

Letter appeals to
Reagan to help
Soviet dissidents

A copy of the letter was circulated
during a special program held here on
January 12, the Day of Solidarity with
Ukrainian Political Prisoners. The
program included a symbolic meal of
the type served in Soviet labor camps.

Yaroslawa Williams of UNA Branch 373 presenting a plant to St. Louis Mayor Jim
Conway.

victoria Klos of UNA Branch 496 in
Seattle.

UNA

Other UNA members, (who have not
yet submitted their project results) are
also taking part in this program which
will last throughout this year. Afterwards, the National Fraternal Congress
of America will conduct an overall
evaluation of the project.

Romana Rudnyk of UNA Branch 257
in Monrovia, Calif.

Branch 452 marks 40th anniversary

MUNSTER, lnd. - The Ukrainian
Youth Club of UNA Branch 452 cele–
brated its 40th anniversary at St.
Josaphat's Church hall here.
Among the guest speakers were
Among the preconditions for U.S.–
Soviet negotiations enumerated in the Helen Olek, UNA supreme adviser,
letter were the release 76-year-old Stephen Kuropas, honorary member of
Oksana Meshko, recently imprisoned the UNA Supreme Assembly, Anna
member of the Ukrainian Helsinki Wasylowski, former supreme adviser,
Group, the release of Anna Mykhai– John Evanchuk, honorary member of
lenko from a psychiatric hospital, as the UNA Supreme Assembly.
well as the release of Mykola Plakhot–
They were introduced by John Po–
niuk, A. Lupynis, Yosyf Terelia and pyk, president of the branch. The Rev.
other dissidents.
Walter Wozniak delivered the invoca–
The letter demanded the release of all tion.
The gathering honored Mary Scebelo
political prisoners in the USSR and an
end to the repression against Helsinki for her 40 years of dedication to the
youth club. Aside from serving as
monitors.
financial secretary, Mrs. Scebelo was
Copies of the letter are being circu– also responsible for bringing many new
lated throughout Ukrainian communi– members into the UNA.
Other officers of UNA Branch 452
ties in the United States to collect more
are Dorothy Kuzemka, vice president,
signatures.
Sophie Nevlida. recording secretary,
They, too, will be forwarded to the and Anne Tymochko, assistant secrc–
tary.
White House.

Executive members of UNA Branch 452: (seated, from left) Sophie Nevlida, Anne
Pecsek and Mary Scebelo, (standing) Anne Tymochko, President John Popyk and
Dorothy Kuzemka.
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News and views

Ukrainian WeeHy
The Lefever enigma
-s
As the Senate prepares to take up the confirmation of Dr. Ernest
Lefever, tagged as the next assistant secretary of state for human rights
and humanitarian affairs, battle lines are being drawn between
supporters who view his staunch anti-communism as his strong suit,
and d e t r a c t o r s w h o q u e s t i o n what they cite as s u p p o r t for
a u t h o r i t a r i a n allies regardless of their human-rights abuses.
The rhubarb has spawned some odd alliances. Conservative
columnist William Safire, staunchly right of center, has joined the
ACLU, Helsinki Watch, the Lawyers' Committee for international
Human Rights, the National Councilof Churches and the Americans
for Democratic Action in expressing reservations about the Lefever
appointment.
On the other side of the coin. Dr. Lefever's appointment has been
hailed as a blessing by the conservative National Review, U.N.
Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick and the newly formed Committee for
a Balanced Human-Rights Policy, whose statement of endorsement
has been signed by several Ukrainian groups.
Sen. Alan D. Cranston (D-Calif) predicts that Dr. Lefever will get
the Senate nod, but promises that the confirmation battle, due to begin
on March 17, will be a real dogfight.
Why all the fuss? Well it seems that Dr. Lefever, head of the Ethnics
and Policy Center, a conservative think tank, сапЧ make up his mind
on precisely how the United States should approach its dealings with
the Soviets. His statements on the subject have ranged from opaque to
contradictory. One thing he is sure of, however, is that the United
States should not dictate morality to other nations, and that foreign
policy toward our allies, particularly in the Third World, should be
based on mutual defense and economic concerns rather than humanrights.
Of primary concern to many Ukrainians is Dr. Lefever's stance on
the Soviet Union, and here Dr. Lefever leaves us sailing in murky
waters.
in an article titled "The Trivialization of Human Rights," which
appeared in the Winter 1978 edition of Policy Review, Dr. Lefever, in a
dissection of the Carter human-rights policy wrote: "Our policies of
nuclear deterrence should be determined by our understanding of the
Soviet nuclear threat and our trade policies toward Moscow should be
determined by our economic and security interests. Neither should be
influenced, much less determined, by the extent of human-rights
violations in the Soviet Union."
What is distrurbing about Dr. Lefever's construct is that it seems to
run contrary to the spirit of the Helsinki Accords, which incorporate
security, economic and human-rights concerns in one document.
Moreover, the Helsinki agreement is the juridical raison d'etre for the
various human-rights monitoring groups in the Soviet Union and the
present Madrid Conference, where the U.S. delegation has been
relentless in scoring specific Soviet rights abuses, and trying to link
Soviet concerns about disarmament and economic cooperation with its
human-rights performance.
So, since our policy toward the Soviets should not be at all
influenced much less determined, by human-rights, does it follow that
Dr. Lefever opposes the Helsinki process?
Not exactly. Later on, in the same article. Dr. Lefever writes that
"Moscow and other governments should be reminded of their pledges
in the U.N. Charter and the Helsinki agreement." But, reminded how?
Here too. Dr. Lefever waffles, in this article he concludes that these
reminders should take the form of using "quiet diplomatic channels at
appropriate times and places" - the soft line vs. the hard line. No more
public harangues a la Madrid, right?
Wrong. The New York Times quotes Dr. Lefever as now
favoring a more vocal, high-profile approach. The Soviet Union is "a
very good target for criticism" and he now favors "public criticism" of
our "adversaries."
Our question is: Will the real Ernest Lefever please stand up?
Putting aside our reservations about his reported coddling of rightwing regimes, we would like to know precisely which tack Dr. Lefever
will take in his dealings with the Soviet Union. Does he intend to
adhere to the Helsinki agreement and, if so, does he favor the hard-line
approach taken by the Carter administration at Mad rid. or the soft-line
approach favored by President Ford at Belgrade in 1977? Will he return to the quiet diplomacy of the Nixon era or abide by his new credo
of "public criticism?"
Ukrainians have a lot at stake, and Dr. Lefever's answers to these
questions will have an impact on the fate of humanrrights activists in
Ukraine and Eastern Europe. We suggest that during his confirmation
hearings. Dr. Lefever clear the air once and for all, and distinctly spell
out his views on the Helsinki process, human-rights. U.S.-Soviet
relations, and other related matters. Until then, we reserve judgement
and only'hbpe he gives the right answers. ' '
- .,

Shcherbytsky reports at CPSU congress
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
The first of the republican party
leaders to speak to the 26th Congress of
the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union was volodymyr Shcherbytsky.
first secretary of the Communist Party
of the Ukrainian SSR.1
The speech of the Ukrainian party
leader did not contain any surprises and
may be characterized as fairly routine.
Nonetheless, it is important to point out
that developments in Poland were the
focal point of his remarks on the
international situation even though he
never referred to the neighboring East
European country by name.
After an introductory section prais–
ing the significance of CPSU General
Secretary Leonid Brezhnev's report to
the Central Committee, which Mr.
Shcherbytsky described as "a remarkable document of creative MarxismLeninism" and "a new, thoughtful
contribution to the theory and pifcctice
of scientific communism," the head of
the Ukrainian party organization brief–
ly referred to Ukraine's economic suc–
cesses and then turned to problems of
international politics.
Mr. Shcherbytsky's address did not
include any clearly defined references to
Soviet nationalities policy, nor.were
there any remarks about the "special
role" of the Russian people or the
Russian language.
According to Mr. Shcherbytsky, the
Ukrainian SSR, like the rest of the
USSR, had taken "a major step in the
development of productive forces"
during the 10th five-year-plan period
(1976-80). industrial production, he
asserted, had grown by 123 billion
rubles or "nearly a third," and agricul–
tural production in the public sector by
10 billion rubles or 11 percent. Mr.
Shcherbytskyemphasized that there had
been "severe, even very severe trials" in
the agricultural sector and admitted
that not all of the economic targets
envisioned had been fulfilled.
Mr. Shcherbytsky did not, however,
provide a detailed comparison of the
results of the 10thfive-yearplan with the
targets. Thus, the gross volume of
industrial production was to have
increased by 33 percent while the
average annual volume of agricultural
production was to have grown by 13
percent.2 The actual results, however,
were 20.8 percent and 6.8 percent,
respectively.3 Oddly, the increase in
industrial production claimed by Mr.

Shcherbitsky — i.e., "nearly one-third"
- is considerably larger than the 20.8
percent or approximately one-fifth
actually recorded.
it is worth noting that the Ukrainian
party first secretary called attention to
the impact of the central planning
system on the republic's poor economic
performance:
"Comrades! We realize the degree of
our responsibility for plan fulfillment.
At the same time, it is necessary to be
more exacting, especially with regard to
the planning organs, ministries and
institutions, about the validity and the
balance — i.e., the reality of the plans.
As you know, it is no secret that during
the last five-year-plan period we had
fundamental discrepancies in this area
that resulted in breaking the rhythm of
industrial activity of a series of enterprises."
The most interesting part of Mr.
Shcherbytsky's presentation concerned
the state of international affairs, which
included an unmistakable allusion to
developments in neighboring Poland,
in view of the activization of "the most
reactionary militaristic forces,"
the Ukrainian party leader said,
"the significance of the unity and the
fundamental internationalist position
of the fraternal socialist countries and
Communist' and Workers' parties
especially increases."
The history and laws of the class
struggle, argued Mr.".Shcherbytsky,
convincingly demonstrate "that any
attempts at distancing oneself from the
experience of real socialism and doubt–
ing the international character of Leni–
nism inevitably lead to the loss of class
orientation and in the final analysis
result in enormous damage to the people of one's country, to the world
revolutionary process, and to the cause
of struggle for peace."
Referring to "ideological sabotage
intent on subversion from within," Mr.
Shcherbytsky emphasized that this
required even further "strengthening of
the ideological hardening of our people,
especially the youth," as well as the
economic and defensive might of the
Soviet Union.
1. Pravda. February 24. 1981.
2. Radianska llkraina. November 20.
1976.
3. Calculated on the basis of'SSSR і
Soyu?nye Respubliki."Moscow. Statistika
for 1976. 1977. 1978. 1979. and Radianska
Ukraina. January 30. 1981.

Pennsylvania center welcomes research
on ethnicity, immigration in state
P1TTSBURGH - The Pennsylvania
Ethnic Heritage Studies Center is
welcoming studies or research on ethni–
city and immigration in Pennsylvania as
part of its Occasional Papers Series in
Pennsylvania Ethnic Studies.
The center has also announed the
availability of mini-grants in sums of
S50 to S500 awarded for a period of up
to one year, for research in ethnic
studies in Pennsylvania. Any perma–
nent Pennsylvania resident ororganiza–
tion pursuing research in the field of
ethnic heritage is eligible. Application
deadline ill mat і,

Prospective manuscripts for t-he
occasional papers series should be of
sufficient length to yield a monograph
of 20-70 pages (single or 1 and half
spacing) in the finished volume. Maps
and illustrations in clear reproducible
form are welcome. (Turbian is the usual
style manual, but this can be adjusted to
accommodate disciplinary styles.)
Manuscripts and applications for
grants should be sent to; Dr. Joseph T.
Makarewecz, PEHSC, 4 G 31 Forbes
Qual; University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15260; Telephone: (412) 6244936. '
' .
' ' "' -
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Shevchenko's creative process
Embodying himself in Hus, Shevchenko says
Dr. Pavlo Zajcev's essay, "Shevchenko's Creative
Process," appeared in the compedium "Taras Shevchenko: through his lips that which Hus could never have said.
1814-1861, A Symposium" edited by volodymyrMijakovskyj This prayer is Shevchenko's own thoughts, which stem
and George v. Shevelov. (The Hague: Mouton S, Co., 1962),from
on his revolutionary ideas. Shevchenko himself
behalf of the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the noted the unnaturalness of these words on Hus's lips
United States as part of the commemoration of the centenary and so, reworking the poem, he checked himself and
of the poet's death.
changed them to:
Dr. Zajcev, an outstanding scholar of Shevchenko, is
Ne na mest і muky...
credited with the publication of the little-known works of
Shevchenko as well as his letters and documents which came (Not my revenge and my torment...)
Thirteen years after the poem's completion,
out in 1912-14; he was editor of a 16-volume complete
edition of the works of Shevchenko, published in Warsaw in Shevchenko was again rewriting it, and again
1934-39; and was author of the monograph "Zhyttia Tarasa forgetting himself. He embodied himself in Hus and
made him express even bloodier tirades, which reflect
Shevchenka" ('7he Life of Taras Shevchenko") which
Shevchenko's even more revolutionary ideas of that
appeared in 1955.
1
The essay below is reprinted with permission of WAN. time, in the 1858 version of the poem, Hus did not
by Dr. Pavlo Zajcev
Conclusion
in discussing Shevchenko's creative process, one
should emphasize one of his psychological characteris–
tics which left its imprint on his works. This character–
istic we find in many other poets, but it is extremelv
pronounced in Shevchenko. it is his incredible talent
for identifying himself with others. This was the source
of his extremely intense lyricism; it permeates the
works in which he describes imaginary experiences of
his heroes, especially their suffering. This is also the
source of numerous lyrical digressions in his poems, in
which he expresses his compassion for his heroes (in
"Kateryna," "The Princess"("Kniazhna"), "Maryna,"
"Maria," and others). They interrupt the film-strip of
the plot, so to speak; they break into the narrative and
cut it in parts; they are a result of the highest creative
inspiration, of the strongest emotions (emotions
experienced during the process of fixing his imaginary
visions), of the most dramatic situations, into which
his imagination put his heroes. Lyrical disgressions (a
classic example is "Catherine, my heart, your woes
beset you!"... ("Kateryna, sense moie, lyshenko z
toboiu"J)were such an inseparable part of his work, and
the memories evoked in him by their creation so dear
to him, that in correcting his poems he never crossed
out one of them. This is very characteristic, because in
further stages of his career, while reworking his
finished poems, Shevchenko very frequently would
shorten them, sometimes eliminating fairly long
sections.
The force of Shevchenko's imagination was so
strong that the line between the real and unreal was
frequently obliterated. І have quoted earlier his own
statement about the "realism" of his creative visions:
he "saw these beautiful images, he touched them."
When he saw (as is obvious from his biography)
physical or moral suffering in life, he would be so
moved by this suffering that he would feel it as his own;
his compassion for the heroes of his works was no less.
Having this talent for getting into someone else's soul,
he would feel so close to his heroes that, for him, they
would be completely real people. He would cry over
their imaginary misfortunes and sufferings,
in the poem "Three Years" he speaks of those tears:

believe that his "quiet words" would impress his
enemies, and he said:
Уопу posnuly, ne pochuiut,
Ohnem zbudzhy yikh, napoiu,
Napoiu і nahoduiu
Holodnykh kroviyu...
Tsariv nesytykh...
(They have fallen asleep, they will not hearjso ill
wake them with firej 1 shall feed their hungry mouth
with blood;of bloodthirsty tsars...)
Checking himself, Shevchenko crossed out this mad
part of Hus's monologue. But he did it a little later,
because the words "of bloodthirsty tsars" were not
included at the beginning, but only later were added in
pencil; still later the whole passage was crossed out.11
There are many more facts that document Shev–
chenko's creative process, 1 shall dwell a little more on
the spontaneity of this process. Earlier, in a different
context, 1 quoted Shevchenko's letter to Chuzhbyn–
sky; "who knows from where the song flows and flows,
and the verses form themselves? Before you know it,
you have forgotten what you thought, and you begin
to write something which comes from nowhere."
Already complete, formed into words and images,
the poem asked to be written down on paper, in the
prologue to his first volume of poems, "My Thoughts,
My Thoughts", Shevchenko said:

Detail of Shevchenko monument by Leo Мої
in Washington.

U moyiy khatyni synie more hraie,
Mohyla sumuie, topolia shumyt,
Tykhesenko "Hrytsia" divchyna spivaie Ya ne odynokyi, ye z kym v sviti zhyt!

(in my little house, as in an endless steppe J the Kozaks
are making merry, and the ravine echoes; Дп my little
house the blue sea is playingjthe grave-mounds
mourn, the poplars rustle.^the girl sings "Hryts" - Ц
am not alone, 1 have life companions.)
The spontaneity of Shevchenko's creative process is
Sertes rvalosia, smiyalos
corroborated also by statements by him outside of his
vylyvalo movu,
poetry, as well as by statements of other people. These
vylyvalo, yak umilo...
statements testify that Jig wrote extremely-easily and
(The heart struggled, laughed,;Overflowed with quickly. This may be further substantiated by the
manuscripts of his works in first drafts, in his letter of
wordsjlt spoke the best it could...).
From emotions and the subconscious working of December 8, 1841, addressed to Kvitka-Osanovia–
the mind connected with them, poems were born nenko, he says: "1 am sending you what 1 have.
without the help of will, without rational effort, 'Hannusia' was composed today, in a great hurry, and
without conscious thinking. All that was left to do was І am not sure whether it is worth anything." "Hannu–
to write them down. He himself could not explain why sia" is the ballad "The Drowned One." it has 203
and how certain images came to his mind (see the verses, but it would be a mistake to think that he spent
incident in Briullov's studio) or whence came the urge the whole day writing this long ballad. At that time he
to write them down, why "they formed themselves into lived not alone but with his friends, and even if he had
sad rows on the. paper". He coud notunderstand the not gone to the academy, he must at least have left the
Russian literary critics who chided him for not writing apartment to eat. He also wrote the letter to Kvitka the
in Russian and for choosing "peasant" subject matter, same day. from which facts it would seem that he
in the prologue to "Haidamaky," he describes with "composed" the ballad in a few hours. This word
extreme vigor and freshness how he was possessed by "composed" is very important here, because with
...Ті slozy,
certain images completely against his will, how his Shevchenko it always included the whole creative
Shcho lylysia z Katruseiu
imagination worked, and how intense and fertile it process (if he had used the word "written" then one
v moskovskiy dorozi
was. This passage is so well known to everyone that І could say that he merely wrote down the final version
(... These tears,; that were shed for Catherineyon the will not quote it in entirety.12 it is sufficient here to of the poem that was already in rough draft).
Russian roads) — are obviously real tears, in mention only a few passages:
Another more vivid example is his writing of "Fate,"
"Mariana the Nun" ("Mariana Chernytsia")he spoke
"The Muse," and "Glory." We read about this in his
of the little boy who guides the blind kobzar:
diary, in the entry of February 2, 1858. "After a night
A tym chasom
spent frivolously, 1 felt a yearning to write poety: 1 sat
Pyshnymy riadamy
Dostemennyi syn Katrusi!
down and without the least effort 1 wrote this piece, is
vystupaiut otamany,
this not the result of nervous excitement?" Obviously it
Sotnyky z panamy,
(A true son of Catherine!) as if this son of Catherine
was the result of nervous excitement, of a joyous
І hetmany - vsi v zoloti,
really existed and the readers could see him.
elation present in the contents of this inspired triptych.
U moiu khatynu
When Shevchenko placed himself in the situation of
The situation is clear: after a sleepless night spent in
Pryishly, sily kolo mene
one of his heroes, he would become one with him, and
drinking wine in the company of his friends, Shev–
І pro Ukrainu rozkazuiut...
this would be only one step away from expressing
chenko came home and before going to bed, wrote this
through his hero his own thoughts and feelings.
Shevchenko's transference to his heroes of his own (And, in the meantime Jthe otamans comeyin sump– triptych. He wrote it "without the least effort"; he
tuous
filesjcaptains
and
noblemen,У
and
hetmans
—
"immediately wrote down""that which had come from
spiritual characteristics, his peculiarities, his convic–
tions and propensities, his personal way of reacting to all in gold.yThey come into my housejsit down beside nowhere," which amounts to 88 lines of poetry! This is
a documented example of inspired improvisation. І
certain phenomena, may be illustrated by many me;and speak to me of Ukraine.)
These imaginary pictures evoked tears from the would like to mention here that when 1 or someone else
examples, but probably the most vivid example is the
poet's
eyes,
joyous
tears,
tears
of
creative
bliss:
read this piece to foreign poets who understand
tirade-prayer of John Hus:
Ukrainian, they always feel intuitively that the poem
Dyvliusia, smiiusia. dribni utyraiu...
,
was written completely spontaneously, and those of
...Blahoslovy
them not knowing who the author was said that he
(1 look, 1 laugh, 1 wipe the fine tears...)
Na mest і па muky,
He has just seen a wild Kozak banquet, he "is not must have been a genius.
Blahoslovy moyi, Bozhe,
But Shevchenko had long periods of inactivity. The
alone, he has life companions:"
Netverdiyi ruky!
most productive time of his life was October 9, or 10
U
moyiy
khatyni,
yak
v
stepu
bezkrayim
(...Bless, О GodJ my revenge and my torment,; bless, О
.„.. -.......–
(CoetfnoeToo pift"
ft)'"''
""' Kozatstvo huliaie, bairak hornbhyt''
GodJ my feeble hands!)
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line, in doing so, you must examine
This is the conclusion'of a fourdual priorities, to re-evaluate your
what has taken priority in your life
part series in which Maria Korduba.
commitment to the Ukrainian
since reaching adulthood. What has
fraternal activities director for the
"cause," and to determine exactly
assumed importance? Career? Fa–
UNA, shares her impressions of
what that "cause" entails, if you need
mily? Religion? Relationships?
being a young Ukrainian American
a "breather," take it; but d o so
Money?Where
does
your
Ukrainian
and takes a closer look at the chang–
constructively by asking yourself
identity fit in?
ing role of Ukrainian youth in A–
those key questions." in what direc–
' ' merica.
tion is the ^Ukrainian American
І would venture to assume that the
', if you would like to share your
community going? What kind of a
young
Ukrainian
American
does
not
opinions or experiences on being a
role do you see yourself playing in it?
fully appreciate his; her potential
Ukrainian American, please write to:
What would you like the Ukrainian
value to the Ukrainain community.!,
Maria Korduba, Ukrainian National
community to look like? What steps
for example have often thought: "The
Association, 30 Montgomery
St.,
do you plan to take in bringing about
community can survive without me;
Jersey City, N.J. 07302.
that community?
my presence will not be missed."
Quite simply, it's. up to you.
Conclusion
Surely, this phrase must be familiar
There's just not enough of us to "pass
to
you
as
well:"
Why
not
let
someone
the buck" among ourselves, if you're
So here you are: a young Ukrainian
else contribute? Why always me?"
a leader — lead; it you Ye a follower
American; you've been through a
- follow. Most importantly, be
most unique socialization process.
aware of your valuable role in the
You're a combination of Ukrainian
Ukrainian community.
folk ballads and the Beatles, of
As children, we've reaped the
varenyky and fast food, of zabavas
benefits of being Ukrainian; now as
and discotheques. You're a melody
adults, we must answer an obligation
penetrated by the Ukrainian spirit,
to consciously retain our ethnic
set to the beat of a 20th century
identity amidst a non-Ukrainian
American song. You're the "flowers"
society — or else face the possibility
- the children, Taras Shevchenko
of waking up to find that the Ukrai–
claimed as his own.
by Marta Korduba
nian community in which we dis–
You may very well be a member of
covered our heritage not so longago,
the first generation in your family to
will no longer be there for our
At.the risk of adding a melodra–
have an ideal shot at realizing "the
children.
matic overtone, allow me to point
American dream "(i.e., achieving a
We have been blessed with a
higher education, enjoying the ma– ' out that Ukrainians comprise less
culture rich in tradition and history.
than 1 percent of the total American
terial and social benefits of "success"
We
are blessed (yes, blessed!) with a
population. Assimilation, whether it
in America).
link to each other. We are blessed
is to a greater or lesser extent, stares
You are a product of the "me" at us coldly — and inevitably. You,
with something that is so intangible
generation, yet, you belong to an
and too abstract to define at times yet
the Ukrainian Americans who have
ethnic subculture based on the con–
is
powerful enough to elicit tears
retained your cultural heritage and
cept of "we." Delineating priorities
when hearing a simple, beautiful
who value your ethnic identity cannot
between the "we" and the "me" may
Ukrainian melody, intoxicating
afford to underestimate the impor–
have been one of the more difficult
pride when sharing it with others,
tance of your role in the Ukrainian
t" aspects of growing up in a bicultural
and an irreplaceable familial senti–
community... "if not you, then who?"
environment.
ment of belonging.
You may find that you need time
As you take rein of your life, you
Let's
keep it alive. We have too
у
пл jfuu WIM. iciu ui )uui int.. YUU
і uu iiiciv iiiiu шаі yxju H C U чіт.
і л і з лі,і,р її aiivc. n c liavt
to stand back and re-examine indivi–
face the problem of defining that fine
much
X face the problem of defining that fine to stand back and re-examine indivi–
much to
to lose:
lose:

On
being
Ukrainian
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Ukraina Sports Association plans 70th anniversary celebration
JERSEY
JERSEY C1TY,
C1TY. N.J.
N.J. -- A planning
committee for
the celebration
70th
committee
for the
celebration of
of the
the 70th
anniversary of the Ukraina Sports
Association visited the UNA and Svo–
boda offices here recently.
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Representing the committee were
Roman Savchak, head of the planning
committee^and president of Tryzub, and
ivan Shchupakivsky, Oleh Lysiak and
Petro Tarnavsky, members.
The anniversary celebration is slated
for June 20-21. it will be held on the
recently acquired grounds of the Tryzub
sports club near Philadelphia. The
program will include sport meets with
competitors from the United States and
Canada (possibly from other countries)
as well as a jubilee banquet and ball.
Mr. Savchak also informed of plans
to publish a yearbook on the occasion
of the 70th anniversary of the sports
association. The prospective publica–
tion is to include articles and photographs documenting the history of the

Hnizdovsky cards published
GRETNA, La. - A set of notecards
from the woodcuts of Jacques Hnizdov–
sky is scheduled for publication in
spring by Pelican Publishing Company.
Packages will contain two copies each
of four different designs, with eqve–
lopes.
The cost is S3.50 (retail). There is a 40
percent discount on orders of 5 to 49
packages. Orders can be placed with:
Pelican Publishing Co,; 1101 Monroe
St.. Gretna, La. 70053. Telephone: (504)
368-1175.
' '
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Ukraina Sports Association members (seated from left) Petro Tamavsky, ivan
Shchupakivsky, Roman Savchak and Oleh Lysiak meet with UNA officers Walter
Soehan, Ulana Diachuk and Wasyl Orichowsky.

WEEKEND
PREVIEW
Sunday, March 15
' Opening of a retrospective
exhibit of works by the late Prof.
Damian Horniatkewych, artist and
art historian, at 1 p.m. at the Ukrai–
nian Artists' Association Gallery
(fourth floor), 136 Second Ave., New
York. Gallery hours: weekdays, 6-8
p.m.; weekends, 1-8 p.m. The exhibit
will run through Sunday, March 22.
The late professor studied at the
Cracow Academy of Fine Arts, and
the academies of arts in Dresden and
Munich. He is credited with the
polychrome paintings in the Chapel
of the Sisters Nazarethians in Cra–
cow, and in Ukrainian churches in
Nastasiv, vorobliachyn, Uhniv and
nemyriv.
Tuesday. March 17
" Opening of exhibit of figurative
paintings by Laryssa Luhovy at the
Barbara Walter Gallery, 1015 Madi–
son Ave., New York. Gallery hours:
Tuesday-Saturday, 12-6 p.m. and by
appointment (call 249-8518). The
exhibit runs through April 18.
Sunday, March 22
" A concert honoring Taras Shev–
chenko will held at 3:30 p.m. at
Stuyvesant High School, 15th Street
between First and Second avenues.
New York. The concert is sponsored
jointly by the United Ukrainian
American Organizations of New
York and the Shevchenko Scientific
Society.
Featured in the program will be:
Dr. ihor Huryn, commemorative
address; the New York School of
Bandura under the direction of
Julian Kytasty; members of the
Ukrainian Opera Ensemble - Larys–
sa Magun-Huryn, Lev Reynarovych
and EvhenTytla. Donations: S5. and
S4.
Wednesday, March 25
' Eugene Gratovich, violinist, and
virko Ba!ey, pianist, present a concert of new Ukrainian music at 8 p.m.
at Carnegie Recital Hall in New
York..
The program will include: "Hobe–
len" written in 1975 by volodymyr
Huba, Piano Sonata (1975) by Уаlentin Silvestrov, "Triptych" (1972)
by Yehven Stankovych. Some of
these young composers belong to the
movement of the 1960s — The Kiev
Avant-Grade. Also included in the
program are: Sonata Op. 19 for
violin and Piano by Boris Liato–
shynsky, "Two Pieces, Op. 4" by
victor Kosenko, and Sonata Op. 5
for violin and Piano ' by J.N. Hum–
mei.
Tickets are 55; S2.50 for students.

organization, interested individuals are
asked to send materials in by March 30.
For further information please contact: USO Tryzub, 4932 N. Broad St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19141.

exist, however, with the Soviet occupa–
tion of Lviv. The best players were
subsequently contracted by Kiev's
Dynamo; still other sportsmen joined
the Ob!spozhyvspilka in Lviv.

The Ukraina Sports Association was
founded in Lviv inl911.lt was the first
Ukrainian sports organization, and one
of the first organizations in western
Ukraine in general, to have the word
Ukraina incorporated into its name.

Oleksander Levytsky served as presi–
dent of Ukraina until 1939; among
other presidents were Chuchman, She–
parovych and Konashevych. Wolo–
dymyr Blavatsky, the leading actor and
DAUPH1N, Man. ^ T h e 16thannual
director of the Ukrainian theater, Canada's National Ukrainian Festival
served as its head in 1941.
will be held here from July 30 through
in the post-war years (1945-46) the August 2.
association renewed its activity, espe–
Official opening ceremonies slated
cially soccer, in Salzburg, Austria, and for Friday. July 31, at 2 p.m. will
in Neue Ulm, Germany, it was also at feature the Ukrainian harvest ritual
this time that several players were "obzhynky". This year's hosts are Mr.
contracted to play with leading Euro– and Mrs. Peter Shostak of victoria, B.
pean teams.
C.
The association today has branches in
For further information write to:
the United States and Canada, its Canada's National Ukrainian Festival,
members are active in numerous sports inc., 119 Main St. S., Dauphin, Man.
associations in North America.
R7N ІK4 or call (204) 638-5645.

Ukraina was most active in the interwar period, it has been credited with
bringing together Ukrainian youth,
sportsmen and outstanding public
figures, as well as giving moral and
material support to other organiza–
tions.
Ukraina .was reorganized in 1922.
Pressure from Polish authorities notwithstanding, the association managed
remain intact until 1939. it ceased to

Dauphin festival
dates announced
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak

'Match, the month that brings us
sunshine and the promise of spring's
bounty, is the month for tributes to the
father of Ukrainian literature, Taras
Shevchenko.
The Shevchenko Scientific institute
honored its patron at the annual Shev–
chenko Conference, held on March 7 at
the Plast Center a u d i t o r i u m .
D r . Bohdan Kowal read a
a paper prepared by the late Prof.
ivan Rakowsky, president of the society
in Lviv and later in Munich, discussing
Shevchenko's anthropological charac–
teristics. Yolodymyr Barahura pre–
sented a dissertation on the sources of
Shevchenko's genius and the poet's
special historical mission. The con–
ference, conducted by Prof, vasyl Lev,
also heard a report on the society's
achievements in 1980 and plans for the
future from Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch, the
society's president. ^
A. tribute to Ukrainian's national
bard was offered that same day by Branch
64 of the Ukrainian National Women's
League of America. Branch members
gathered at the UNWLA center on
Second Avenue for a program which
focused on Shevchenko's poem "Pry–
chynna." Lidia Krushelnytsky offered a
dramatic reading of the poem and
Oksana Shchur presented an analysis of
the poem as interpreted by Leonid
Plyushch.
, This afternpon, the Shevchenko
a
akademia" planned by the parish of the
Annunciation of the ВУМ Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Fresh Meadows,
Queens, will feature addresses by Prof.
Fred Marks of St. John's University (in
English) and ivan Jowyk of Douglas-–
ton. Queens (in Ukrainian). Bandurists
from the New York School of Bandura
will offer the familiar and beloved
"Dumy Moyi" and "Reve ta Stohne
Dnipr Shyrokyi" and other composi–
tions set to Shevchenko's poems.
The New York community's official
Shevchenko Concert is scheduled for
March 22 at 3:30 p.m. at Stuyvesant
High School (East 15th Street between
First and Second avenues). Dr. lhor
Huryn is to give the main add ress, and a
concert program will be presented by
the Ukrainian Bandura Fnsemble di–
rected by Julian Kytasty and the Ukrai–
nian Opera Ensemble, with soloists
Laryssa Magun-Huryn, Lev Rejnarow–
ycz and Eugene Tytla. The concert is
sponsored by the United Ukrainian
American Organizations of New York
and the Shevchenko Scientific Society.

and the 29th, when the Ukrainian
Drama Studio's younger members —
some 30 in all - will honor poetess
Lesia Ukrainka on the 110th anniver–
sary of her birth with a special program
at 2 p.m. at thr Ukrainian National
Home, 140 Second Ave.

Around town
Edward Evanko, just back from a
three-week visit to England, reports
that he auditioned for the Welsh Na–
tional Opera Company ("1 sang Ukrai–
hian arias for them") and expects to sing

Edward Dmytryk

the role of viadimir in the company's
upcoming production of Borodin's
"Prince igor." Chatting with me last
Sunday at the Ukrainian institute of
America following the presentation of
the opera "Nocturne," Mr. Evanko
mentioned that he had noticed a re–
ference to Hollywood director Edward
Dmytryk in a recent Panorama column.
"We're related, you know. My maternal
grandfather and Ed Dmytryk's father
were brothers," he explained. Mr.
Evanko, who hails from Winnipeg, and
Mr. Dmytryk, who was born in British
Columbia, met for the first time when
the singer was touring the United States
with actress Jean Simmons and the
national company of "A Little Night
Music." Mr. Evanko will sing in De–
troit's Ukrainian Community Center on
March 29 at the Ukrainian Credit
Union's annual bail. (Speaking of
Edward Dmytryk brings to mind that
one of his films. "Till the End of Time,"
with Robert Mitchum, Dorothy Mc–
Guire and Guy Madison, was shown on
WOR-Tv last Wednesday.)
Easter season
" Walter Procanyn and his Nashville
This year, with Easter due in April,
March is also the time to begin prepara– Polka Brass are part of this, weekend's
tions for the celebration of age-old Polka Revue Weekend at the Concord
springtime rituals. The Ukrainian Mu– Resort Hotel at Kiamesha Lake. N.Y.
seum's eagerly awaited pysanka exhi– Mr. Procanyn, a resident of Woodside,
bit, which will open March 27, will Queens, and his Nashville Polka Brass,
reportedly one of the nation's most
feature the museum's own collection of
sought-after polka orchestras, appear in
Easter eggs. Easter-egg decorating
many of the country's leading state
workshops are scheduled to begin on
fairs, hot-els and night clubs. The
March 29, and those interested in independently equipped band travels in
learning the how-to's of this creative a specially designed motor coach with
craft can register by calling (212) 228- all the conveniences of home.
0110.
о The Ukrainian Dancers of Astoria
March events
received hearty applause for their
March dates to circle on your calen– performances at the Bulgarian lndc–
der include the 17th, for the opening of pendence program held on March 7 at
an exhibit of work by Montreal artist the Doral Hotel in Manhattan. Elaine
Laryssa Luhovy at the Barbara Walter Oprysko. director of the group, re–
Gallery in Manhattan; the 25th. for a ccived many compliments from guests
concert by violinist Eugene Gratovich on her group's verve and agility. Among
and pianist Уігко Baley, premiering outstanding guests who witnessed the
new works at Carnegie Recital Hall: dancing and the presentation of a

plaque to freedom fighter v"alcntyn
Moroz was Sen. Al D'Amato.
" Happy to know that Teheran hostage
Michael Metrinko is home again, safe
and sound, members of Branch 83 of the
Ukrianian National Women's League
of America decided to let him know
their feelings. They sent him an embroi–
dered cushion, along with a letter of
good wishes signed by branch president
Nadia Sawczuk.
e
Jack Palance, long-time . headliner
of screen, stage and television, spent a
couple of days in the Big Apple recently.
He flew up from Key West, Fla., where
he filmed a "Ripley's Believe it or Not"
segment for ТУ. Mr. Palance was seen
on WOR-Tv last Friday as the plaguecarrying killer in the Elia Kazan film
"Panic in the Street" (with Richard
Widmark, Paul Douglas, Barbara Bel
Geddes and Zero Mostel). Hell be in
this area again — in person — on June
13 as the headliner of a popular Ukrai–
nian festival, and several thousand
U krainians will ha ve a chance to see him
(and maybe meet him, too, or get his
autograph).
e Heard recently on WQXR Radio Andriy Dobriansky, in the Metropo!i–
tan Opera's Saturday matinee produc–
tions of "Salome" and "Les Mameiles
de Tircsias," and Paul Plishka, on
Robert Sherman's "The Listening
Room," with Eve Queler, director of the
Opera Orchestra of New York, along
with other members of the cast of
"Khovanshchina."
" Theodore Teren-Yuskiw, a former
baritone in Lviv and European opera
companies who turned his talents to
color photography when he stopped
giving concerts about 20 years ago, gave
an exhibit of his work from February 22
to March 8 at the Ukrainian Artists'

Theodore Teren-Yushiw
Association gallery in Lower Man–
hattan. The display of gold-framed or
grey-matted photographs included
portraits of well-known artists (Jacques
Hnizdovsky, Luba Zuk) and children,
"portraits" of flowers (sunflowers,
roses), seasonal landscapes of Central
Park and the Catskills, and scenes
documenting Ukrainian political events
and other occasions. The exposition,
Mr. Teren-Yuskiw's second one-man
show (he gave his first show in 1972),
drew close to 300 visitors.
" Young talents from the Ukrainian
Music institute of New York, the
Young Dumka Chorus and theSUM-A
Ukrainian Studies School joined forces
last month to present a concert at St.
George School coordinated by the

institute and its director, Kaiena Cztc–
zka-Andrienko. Beginning with the
chorus, under the direction of Lev
Wolansky, the program included recita–
tions by the students of the SUM-A
school (well drilled by Pauline An–
drienko-Danchuk) and a number of
piano and violin solos and duets by
students of Miss Cziczka-Andrienko,
Halia Miroshnichenko and Raphael
Wenke, as well as works for four hands
played by Michael Kornaha and his
teacher. Lev Struhatsky. The second
half of the concert featured appearances
by the institute's advanced students.
" St. George Academy, the only
Ukrainian high school in the East has
announced that it is accepting applica–
tions for the 1981-82 school year. Those
interested should contact the academy's
principal. Sister Monica, at (212) 4733323 or write to her at 215 E. Sixth St.,
New York, N.Y: 10003.
" Featured artist in a concert series
that has been bringing the world's
greatest artists to New Yorkers at
minimum ticket prices for 80 years was
pianist Lydia Artymiw. Miss Arty mi w
gave a solo recital on February 21 in
Washington irving High School under
the aegis of Peoples' Symphony Concerts, playing before a packed house of
1,700 students, teachers and senior
citizens. Following her recital of Mo–
zart, Schumann and Chopin, she was
called back for two encores. More
recently - on March 2, to be exact Miss Artymiw was heard at Carnegie
Recital Hall, where she performed with
singers and other musicians in a
program showcasing music by a Phila–
delphia composer named Andrew Ru–
din.
" Here's a tip for those looking for
out.-of-the-ordinary gifts or homedecorating accessories. The gift shop at
The Ukrainian Museum (203 Second
Ave.) offers many unique items - a
foot-long wooden spoon fitted with five
small hooks (S9), a small butter churn
(S20), paper dinner napkins imprinted
with a 19th century tree-of-life embroi–
dery design (4 for S1.25), plus a number
of books dealing with embroidery and
Easter egg decorating, framed icons,
greeting cards with Ukrainian motifs.
Be sure to look in at the gift shop when
you visit the museum; you'll get friendly
service and attention from lrene Wolo–
siansky.
" Writing in The New York Times
about the March concert performance
of "Khovanshchina" at Carnegie Hall,
Peter G. Davis noted that "Paul Plish–
ka's noble bass brought uncommon
dignity to the role of Dosifei." The
Daily News's Bill Zakariasen summa–
rized the opera presentation as a "glori–
ous evening" and gave an "unequivo–
cally splendid" rating to the huge cast,
including Paul Plishka.
" The Ukrainian Composers Series
offered this season at the Ukrainian
institute of America came to an exciting
climax last Sunday with the presenta–
tion of Mykola Lysenko's one-act opera
"Nocturne." The success of the three
previous concerts stimulated so much
interest that the operatic offering was
sold out in advance and quite a few
people were turned away at the door.
Close to 200 persons witnessed the
elegant one-act opera, produced by
Andriy Dobriansky, and milled around
afterwards at a reception talking to
performers and to newly elected dircc–
tors of the U!A board.
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Ukrainian history, culture course offered
UT1CA, N.Y. - Afive-weekcourse
The participation last year by so
on Ukrainian history and culture will be many American-born Ukrainians and
offered at Utica College of Syracuse non-Ukrainians testifies to the interest
University, in the framework of the in Ukrainian affairs by residents of the
Ethnic Heritage Studies Center, begin– Mohawk valley area. Students at the
ning April 1.
seminars were able to gain information
and insight into Ukrainian history and
Students of Ukrainian origin are
culture and utilize the Ukrainian collec–
encouraged to enroll, because an in–
tion in the college library.
crease in enrollment will enable the
The goal of the recently established
college to introduce a minor in ethnic
Ethnic Heritage Studies Center at Utica
heritage studies.
College is to focus part of its attention
"Plans have already been made for the on the history of the various ethnic
minor, but they will not be implemented
groups in the area by offering ethnic
until we are sure there is continued
heritage seminars.
interest in the courses — both by day–
For more information about the
and continuing-education students."
said Dr. E. Nassar, director of the upcoming seminar, call (315) 792-3001
or (315) 339-3880.
center.
This year interested persons may
register either for one credit, with a term
paper being required, or for non-credit
with no paper required.
SEYMOUR, Conn. - The valley
Last year's Ukrainian seminar was Arts Council, which is funded by the
highly successful, with 24 participants Connecticut Commission of Arts and
regularly attending the course, which the New Haven Foundation, will spon–
was taught — as it will be this year — by sor Ukrainian Easter egg-decorating
Dr. M. Theodozia Sawyckyj, and in workshops in five public libraries,
which a great deal of the material was several church and school organiza–
illustrated with audio-visual media. tions, senior citizens' centers and in
children's recreation center in the area.
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Ukrainian Summer institute to begin
at Harvard University on June 2 2
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - The i98i
Harvard Ukrainian Summer institute
will be conducted from June 22 to
August 14. This academic and extracur–
ricular program is organized jointly by
the Harvard Summer School and the
Ukrainian Research institute at -the
University.

While a,t Harvard, students may take
advantage of the university's many
research and instructional facilities,
including libraries, museums and
language laboratory. The unique op–
portunity of expanding one's knowledge of the Ukrainian heritage, while
studying at a leading American univer–
sity has in previous years attracted
students from across the United States
and Canada, as well as from Latin
America and Europe.

Four accredited university courses
are offered: beginning and intermediate
Ukrainian language, 20th century Uk–
rainian history, and 20th century Uk–
rainian literature. Academic instruc–
in its continuing effort to promote
tion is supplemented with guest lectures, Ukrainian studies, the Ukrainian Stu–
seminars andfilmson Ukrainian society dies Fund offers a tuition scholarship to
and culture.
all students taking eight units of credit
in the Summer institute program.
Tuition costs for an eight-credit program are usually 5900; but thanks to the
USF subsidy, students are asked to pay
dren under 12 must be accompanied by only 5100 in the form of a four-year
an adult. For reservations and more in– membership in the Friends of the
formation about the workshop, persons Harvard Ukrainian Research institute.
may inquire at their town library or
school and church organizations.
The four-year membership promotes
a continued association between former
The workshops will be held at the students and the Ukrainian institute.
following libraries: Middlebury, March The trimesterly Friends of HUR1 News18 and 25; Ansonia, March 28; Water- letter, and a 30 percent discount on all
town, April 1 and 15; Seymour, April 4; institute publications help inform form–
Oxford, April 10: At the Goshen Town er students of current research in
Hall a workshop is slated for April 5; Ukrainian studies, long after their
Morris Town Hall, April 11; Orange summer at the institute.
Arts Council,-March 20. Other organiza–
tions will announce plans for classes in
Further information about Ukrai–
their bulletins and local newspapers.
nian studies at the Harvard Summer
At each class there will be a display of School and applications are available by
Ukrainian art. The Seymour and Ox- writing to: Harvard Ukrainian Summer
ford libraries will have permanent institute 1583 Massachusetts Ave'.,
displays during the Easter season. Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

Pysanka workshops slated in Connecticut

Errare humanum est
Due to a typographical error, in The
Weekly story (March 8) about Marco
Carynnyk, who is compiling material
for a book on the 1930s man-made
famine in Ukraine, the Ukrainian
National Association was not men–
tioned as co-sponsor, with the Harvard
Ukrainian Research institute, of the
project.

Frank F. Stuban of Seymour, who
has organized more than 110 such
workshops in the"-past 21 years, will
conduct the demonstrations and lec–
tures' of the ancient art. Assisting Mr.
Stuban will be his wife, Halyna Fedo–
ruk, Laura Horbal, Roman Pauluk and
John S. Nesklada.
The program is opento all persons
who would like to learn the art. Chil–

Shevchenko's creative process
(Continued from page 7)

through December 21, 1845. This comprises 72 days,
but two or three of them should not be counted
because he did not write at all on those days. І made
the most accurate compilation of all the data13 and
concluded that Shevchenko, in a maximum of 27 to 28
days, or a minimum of 18 days, wrote. 3,174 lines of
poetry. This means a minimum of 100 lines, or a
maximum of 180 lines daily. But when we consider
that on certain days he would write only one small
poem, this means that he wrote 200 lines per day. What
kind of poems were these? in the course of some nine
to 13 days, in the village of Mariyinske near Myrho–
rod, Shevchenko wrote "The Herctic"(374 lines), "The
Blind One" ("Slipyi," 720 lines) and "The Great
Grave" (^Уеіукуі Lokh," 583 lines). This was in the
middle of October. After coming to Periaslav, he
wrote in the course of five to seven days "The
Caucasus" ("Kavkaz," November 13, 178 lines)and in
viunshcha, from December 14 through 22, he wrote
in the course of five to eight days "Epistle to my...
Fellow-Countrymen" ("Poslaniye"), "Kholodnyi
Yar", translations of nine Psalms "To Little Mariana"
("Malenkiy Mariani"), "The Days Pass" ("Mynaiut
Dni"), and "Three Years" ("Try Lita") - a total of 782
lines. There is no question here that during this time he
wrote all day. in Mariyinske he paid a visit to the
servants of the landowner Lukianovych, frequently
read the Bible, wrote letters and saw friends. We do not
know how he spent his time in vjynyshcha, but A. O.
Kozachkovsky, who was Shevchenko's host in
Periaslav, said later in his memoirs that at the time
Shevchenko "wrote as if in fun, in the midst of other
people's talking, and would even participate in the
discussion without ceasing to write." AH this time he
wrote his masterpieces and, as we see, with extreme
ease. This was truly a miracle, a true "divine ecstasy",
platonic Oeia Mavia.
Was it always this way? The manuscripts of the first
versions of his poems could tell us a lot. but
unfortunately not many of them are extant. From the
first period of his career (1837 through 1842) as well as
(ечмц ,t,h,e.second (1843 through 1847) we have
absolutely nofirstdrafts! At this time he showed great

Of that period'sfirstdrafts of larger works, only one
has been saved — that of the poem "Maria." A
thorough analysis of his work gives us very important
findings, in the original version we have 527 lines, and
only in one-eighth of them do we have revisions. There
are three or four large revisions. So seven-eighths of the
poem was written "without the least effort."as the poet
says. Furthermore, not all the corrections were made
during thefirstwriting of the work; some of them were
undoubtedly made either after a part of the poem was
completed, or after the whole poem was completed.
Thus, a thorough study of those first drafts which arc
available gives us the same picture of Shevchenko's
creative process as do his own or other persons'
statements: he wrote in the state of inspiration.
From the last period of his career, which followed
There are no poets, including the best, who leave
his return from exile, we have many morefirstdrafts. their work in its first state,not even Shevchenko. in
Even Shevchenko's writing materials are very charac– the first period of his career, Shevchenko, some of his
teristic, and speak of the spontaneity of Shevchenko's contemporaries thought, did not devote enough time
writing process. When he felt like writing something, to polishing his poems. Kulish always chided Shev–
he would grab the nearest sheet of paper. Sometimes chenko, saying that he "relies too much on his natural
he would write on a freshly printed etching lying on the talent". As early as 1846, without being acquainted
table, at other times on someone's letter recently with Shevchenko's poems from 1843 to 1845. Kulish
received and which he found either on the table before subjected the pre-1843 printed works of Shevchenko
him or in his pocket. Such poems were either left to a very incisive critical analysis. He saw in
completely unchanged, or were changed very little. Shevchenko's unshakable faith in his own talent and in
his "light-heartedness, carelessness and laziness," the
Unfortunately the poems written on the walls of his reasons for Shevchenko's "mistakes."He demanded
little room in the Academy of Arts (where he lived that Shevchenko "use with mastery" the talents of a
during the last two and a half years of his life) were not genius and, encouraging him to do this, maintained
preserved. Shevchenko's habit of grabbing his pencil that Shevchenko would then write "marvels" by which
and writing on the wall — sometimes at night, no he would overshadow Pushkin.
doubt, since much of the writing was on the wall above
Kulish was somewhat in error. Even in the first
the bed - is a truly unusual fact, it is known that all
the walls of his little room were covered with such period of his career, Shevchenko reworked his
writing. After the poet's death, no one ever thought compositions, although not to the degree that the
about preserving his writing, if not on the wall, then at Parnassians did. An example of this is "The Night of
least by photographing it. This was not done, and the Taras" (Tarasova Nich"), which Kulish even at that time
copies that were made by Z. Nedobytovsky and H. trenchantly called Shevchenko's most dynamic and
Chestakhivsky of the poems that they deemed impor– best-composed work. Now we know that Shevchenko
tant have also been lost. Although these copies would worked longest on this poem. We have a statement of
not have mirrored the complete picture of the process P. Martos concerning this, as well as the manuscript of
in which we are interested, still we would have had very the version prior to that published in "Kobzar" in
1840. As can be seen from this manuscript, Shev–
important material. The Writings on the wall were
undoubtedly the very first versions. Their copies chenko deleted 36 lines from the first version. This was
would have given us at least some idea of what the dialogue of Taras Triasylo with his Kozaks. With
episodes and motifs most disturbed the poet's.' this he acheived an extraordinary symmetry in the
unusually complicated structure of this poem, and
imagination, and .which of them were the starting
points of a given work.
(Continued on page 16)
carelessness not only toward hisfirstdrafts but toward
all his manuscripts.
P. Martos, the publisher of the first edition of
"Kobzar," tells us that pages with poetry written on
them were scattered around on the floor in Shev–
chenko's room. Shevchenko, writing to O. Korsun, the
publisher of "Snip," regrets that he is sending him only
parts of "Mariana the Nun," because, as he writes,
"some pages got lost, and 1 shall have to rewrite them."
As to first drafts, he usually destroyed them. The fact
that from the third period of his career, the exile, we
have five to six original first drafts of his poems
(mostly fragments of them) is due to his having written
them in pencil in his album.14
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Pittsburgh church celebrates 63rd anniversary
PlTTSBURGH - Parishioners and
guests joined the Rev. Wasyl Dzydozora
in celebrating the 63rd anniversary
of the founding of St. George's Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church here at its 12th
anniversary in the new church building,
on Sunday, Febrary 1.
A divine liturgy was concelebrated by
the Rev. Dzydzora and the Rev. John
Stevensky, pastor of St. Nicholas
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Miners–
ville. Pa.
An anniversary dinner was held at 5
p.m. in the church hall. Guests.at the
dinner included Msgr. Russell Danyl–
chuck of Holy Trinity Ukrainian Ca–
tholic Church, Carnegie, Pa.; Msgr. M.
Poloway of St. John the Baptist Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church, South Side,
Pittsburgh; the Rev. P. Guthrie of Ss.
Peter and Paul Ukrainian Catholic
Church, Wilmerding, Pa.; the Rev.
Stevensky and Judge Bernard Regan.
Michael Fedora, chairman of the
Church Committee, acted as toastmaster for this occasion, in his remarks,
Mr. Fedora brought up the needs of the
Ukrainian Catholic Seminary and the
very important role it plays in com–
munity life.
He added that proceeds from the
dinner would be donated to the seminary through the Rev. Stevensky, and
hoped other parishes wouJtTconsider
organizing annual events with the
proceeds earmarked for the seminary.
The Rev. Stevensky congratulated
the Rev. Dzydzora and the parishioners
for their accomplishments over the last
63 years. He also said that the commu–
nity needs to encourage boys and girls
to vocations, as well as prayers and
sacrifices. The Rev. Stevensky was
among those who welcomed Michael
Metrinko home after his 444 days of
captivity in lran, and he reported that

nian Catholic C h u r c h , St.
Leo's and St. Gabriels, neighboring
Roman Catholic churches, also made
donations to the seminary.
By the end of the dinner 512,670 was
pledged or donated. Anyone interested
in contributing to the Seminary Fund
may do so by mailing a check, payable
to the LUC Seminary Fund, to Marion
C. Hrubec, vice president, national
board. League of Ukrainian Catholics,
400 Dewey Ave., Saddle Brook, N.J.
07661

PYSANKY
All preparations in making lovely:"
traditional PYSANKY such as dyes in 15
different shades. 5 different styluses
including electric. Beeswax, design
sheets, cards, booklets in color sold
separately and in K1TS at HANUSEY'S.

Ann Kaiser and Michael Senko presenting a donation to the seminary fund on
behalf of St. George's kitchen workers.
the former hostage had told him his
faith and the presence of God helped
him persevere.
Msgr. Danylchuck also commented
on the importance of supporting the
seminary.
,
The Rev.– Dzydzora said that he and
the "parishioners of St. George's would
work as long as needed to help boost
enrollment at the seminary.
Representing the church committee,
Steve Watchenck, John Smith, Mrs.K.
Havrylak and Mrs. M. Husak presented
the Rev. Stevensky with a check for
S 10,000 for the seminary.

The Holy Name Society of St.
George's pledged S50 and the Western
Pennsylvania Council of the League of
Ukrainian Catholics donated 550 in
memory of Michael Maynosz, an early
member of the league.
Many of the parishioners, as well as
guests.from St. John the Baptist Ukrai–

Also available ieady made pysanky.
real S wooden hand carved. Easter cards
in different languages. Scarfs for the
Easter food baskets, etc.
Write for OUR SPEC1AL PYSANKY
ORDER FORM, for information and price
list, along with our NEW SPEC1A1G1FT
UST.
Write to:

HANUSEY MUS1C ft G1FTS
244 W. Girard Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19123

Phone: (215) 627-3093

ж ^ W M и мааисжас

A Ukrainian perspective
on the news...

Michael Senko and Ann Kaiser,
representing St. George's kitchen work–
ers, presented the Rev. Stevensky with a
check for Si,000 which included pro–
ceeds from the dinner.

THE UKRAINIAN
MUSEUM
PYSANKY WORKSHOP–UKRAINIAN EGG DECORATION
SCHEDULE:
Adult: Sunday March 29 Children: Saturday April 4
Sunday April

5 (12 and unaex–;

Adult sessions: 9:30am-12:30pm S l:30pm-4:30pm
Childrens sessions: 9:30-ll:30am 8.. 1:30-3:30pm
film, "Pysanka", by Slawko Nowytslry, will be shown
Reservations call:(212) 228-0110
FEE: Adult–?lO.OO

Members-J8.50

Students:(13-18) and Senior Citizena-S9.00
Children under 12-FREE
DEM0NSTRAT10NS: Saturday March 28th and Saturday
18th.
FEE: Adult–52.00
Students and Senior Citizens-S1.50
(fee covers museum admission)
ADMISSION
Я 00 lor rtullt
SOS lor м л і о г citizens irtd lull-time students with proper
Kfontiticetion
MUSEUM HOURS
1 - 5 p m Wednesday! -

Sundays

203SECOOAVBSIUE NEWYORK NEWYORK

THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
Can you afford not to subscribe?
І would like to subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly
for..–.year(s).(Subscription rates: 15 per year for UNA members. 38
for non-members).
My name is: ^
І belong to UNA Branch: . „ „ , „ „ ^ „ „ - . „ – - - ^ ^ –
Address: - - ^ ^ – ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ „ „ ^ - - ^ – - ^ - ^ ^ ^
City:
' : - - ^ ^ „ –
State: - - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ - . ^ ^ ^ - - ^ - . ^
Zip code: „
^

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
in addition, 1 would like to give a friend one year's subscription to
The Ukrainian Weekly at the discounted rate of S4.
His^her name is:
U
Address:
^
i
,
,
City:
State: ^ - ^ - ^ ^ ^ –
Zip code: - - - І enclose a check for S.
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
30 Montgomery Street ш Jersey City, N.J. 07302
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State Department reports...
(Continued from page 2)

the Soviet citizen spouse of an Ameri–
can citizen to emigrate.
Freedom to participate in the political
process
According to Article 6 of the Soviet
constitution, the Communist Party is
"the leading and guiding force of Soviet
society and the nucleus of its political
system, of all state organizations and
public organizations." No other or–
ganized party or political group outside
the control of the Communist Party is
tolerated. Strict discipline prevails
within the Communist Party itself, and
opposition groups within the party are
prohibited. The limits of intra-party
activity are defined by a strictly hierar–
chical structure, and lower-ranking
party members Jjave little real ability to
influence or criticize the decisions of the
party superiors.
Participation in the political system is
open to all citizens who accept the
principles of the regime and the Com–
munist Party. Discrimination on the
basis of race, sex, or other grounds is
prohibited by the Soviet constitution.
Russification and, in particular, at–
tempts to impose the Russian language
over the language of national minori–
ties, have in the past, however, led to
demonstrations in the Georgian Republic, dissatisfaction among Ukrai–
nian intellectuals and other protests by
national minorities. Reports indicated
continuing dissatisfaction over nationa–
lity issues.
in recent years, also, there have been
allegations that some ethnic groups,
especially Jews, face restrictions on
their ability to participate in leading
positions in the political system and in
some other sensitive positions, it has
been charged that informal quotas exist
to limit the access of Jews to some
universities and research institutes.
Soviet trade unions are subordinated
strictly to the Communist Party and act
as agents of the government in imple–
menting economic policy and ensuring
labor discipline rather than as collective
bargaining agents for workers. The
right to strike is nota"ecognized in the
Soviet constitution, and strikes are
infrequent. There were some reports of
brief work stoppages during 1980, in
Togliatti and Gorky, but these ap–
parently were resolved quickly and
nonviolently.
in the wake of the Polish strikes, the
official media have devoted increased
attention to the need for the official
Soviet trade unions to play a more
active role in ensuring that worker
needs are satisfied. The government has
continued its policy of repressing any
attempts to establish independent trade

union organizations, such as MOT (oi
AFTU, Association of Free Trade
Union of Workers) and its successor
group SMOT (Free inter-Professional
Association of Workers), or any other
expression of workers' dissent. Exampies include the explusion of viadimir
Borisov and the psychiatric incarcera–
tion of SMOT members viadimir Ger–
shuni and valentin Smirnov. Member
delegations to the 1LO continued in
1980 to press complaints in that forum
against repression of Soviet free tradeunion activists and other violations of
ІLO Conventions on Forced Labor and
on Freedom of Association. Those
Soviet workers who do not engage in free
trade-union activities or other dissident
political activities enjoy a large measure
of job security.
Woman are legally equal to men in
the USSR and they participate in all
areas of the country's social, political and
economic life. An extensive system of
day-care service and maternity leave
benefits, which allow women up to one
year off from worlc, significantly
enhances the rights of women and facili–
tates their membership in the work
force".
However, males tend to occupy the
leading positions in most fields of society,
especially politics. Since the founding
of the Soviet Union, only one woman
has served on the Politburo, the coun–
try's leading political body. There is no
stated economic discrimination against
women, but a far larger number of
women than men tend to be found in
lower-paying positions.
Because of low wages relative to the
overall cost of living, women's right to
work actually reflects a necessity to
work in order to meet the family
expenses. The mother who has the
choice of staying at home with her
children is rare. Moreover, in addition
to a full work day on the job. a working
woman must spend long hours standing
in lines at food shops and has a full
schedule" of household duty with few
modern household conveniences.
The Soviet press has reported recent
measures to limit work by women in
more strenuous, hazardous occupa–
tions. Such measures may reflect offi–
cial concern over the declining birthrate
and the problem of rising infant morta–
lity. in the non-European portions of
the Soviet Union, cultural, social and
religious biases restricting women to
"traditional" roles tend to be much
stronger.
As noted elsewhere in this report, the
Soviet government in 1980 subjected to
forced emigration three feminist acti–
vists whose samizdat journal "Women
and Russia" had criticized Soviet per–

Woonsocket, R.l. rS vicinity
UNA DiSTRlCT СОММІТТЕЕ
announces that

ANNUAL DiSTRlCT СОММІТТЕЕ MEET1NG
will be held
Monday, March 30, 1981 at 7:00 p.m.
at St. Michael Ukrainian. Orthodox Church Hall
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formance in actually guaranteeing full
equality for women.
Government attitude and
record re–
garding international and non-govern–
mental investigation of alleged viola–
tions of human rights
The Soviet government contends
that all internationally recognized
human rights are fully protected in the
USSR asserts that only "socialism"
can truly guarantee human rights by
assuring their basic economic, social
and cultural bases. The Soviet govern–
ment rejects foreign criticism of its
human rights record as interference in
its internal affairs, in spite of the fact
that the USSR is a signatory of, or party
to. numerous international documents,
including the Helsinki Final Act, the
United Nations Charter, the lnter–
national Conventions on Civil and
Political Rights and on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights, and the
several 1LO Conventions, which recog–
nize that human rights are a valid
subject of international concern. The
government-controlled press publishes
sharp criticism of the human rights
situation in Western countries, espe–
cia!ly the United States.
The Soviet government in general
does not permit independent foreign
investigation of the human-rights si–
tuation in the country. The only signi–
ficant, recent exception was a visit there
in 1962 by an 1LO delegation which
resulted in the publication of a contro–
versial report, in the fall of 1980 a high
1LO official again visited the USSR. No
public report on that trip was available,
in 1977 the Soviet press reported an
international medical symposium held
inside the Serbsky institute for Forensic
Psychiatry, which has been alleged to be
involved in misuse of psychiatry for
political purposes. The institute's direc–
tor reportedly used the occasion to
rebut charges about the institute's
"impassable iron gates" and to depict
the meeting, including a tour of the
wards, as a contribution toward carry–
ing out the provisions of the Helsinki
Final Act.
international human-rights organi–
zations such as Amnesty international
have frequently addressed communica–
tions to the Soviet government concern–
ing human rights, but that government
is not known to have replied to these
inquiries in a substantive fashion.
Soviet authorities have attempted to
suppress the activities of the Moscow
chapter of Amnesty international and
in 1980 published a series of attacks
alleging that Amnesty international
was working in conjunction with Wes–
tern intelligence. The head of the now
inactive Moscow chapter of Amnesty
international reportedly has been ques–
tioned by authorities.
After lengthy debate over procedures
for the Madrid CSCE review meeting.

of the following Branches are requested to attend

the Soviets acquiesced in a late compro–
mise which allowed a period for a full
and candid review of implementation of
the human-rights pledges of the He!–
sinki Final Act.
When allegations of human-rights
violations in the USSR are raised in
international forums, including the
United Nations Human Rights Cornmission (UNHRC), Soviet representa–
tives generally attempt to bar or limit
discussion on procedural grounds. They
strongly, but unsuccessfully resisted
efforts to discuss the exile of Dr.
Sakharov at the last UNHRC meeting,
if such discussion cannot be avoided,
the Soviet representatives normally
deny the substance of the allegations, or
present their actions as a matter of law
enforcement, in accordance with internationally accepted norms, and solely
of internal Soviet concern.
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania: The
human rights situation in the Baltic
States has not been addressed specifi–
cally in the foregoing report since the
United States has not recognized the
illegal forcible incorporation in 1940 of
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania into the
Soviet Union. Human-rights conditions
in the three republics are similar to
those in the Soviet Union. The Lithua–
nian Catholic Church is under particu–
larly heavy pressure. There appears to
be a systematic program of "Russifica–
tion" of the Baltic States by continuing
resettlement there of a greater percen–
tage of Russians relative to the native
Estonian. Latvian, and Lithuanian
populations. Reports of student de–
monstrations in Tallin in October
indicate continuing dissatisfaction over
nationality issues in the Baltic States.
The 45 signers of the Baltic Declara–
tion of August 1979, protesting the
occasion of the fortieth anniversary of
the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact which
led to the Soviet occupation of the
Baltic States, have been subjected to
severe harassment. Baltic activists,
including signers of the declaration,
who have been reported arrested or
tried during 1980 include: vytautas
Skuodis (who was born in the United
States), Julius Sasnauskas, Mecisclo–
vas Jurevicius, Arvydas Cekanavicius,
Antanas Terleckas (who like Skuodis
and some activists in the USSR was
held somewhat longer than the statu–
tory nine-month limitation on pre-trial
detention). Mart Niklus, Ona vilkau–
skaite. Gene Navichaite, Juri Kukk,
vytautas Abrutis, Maris Lukjanovics
and viktor Niitsoo. Jurevicius is a
member of the Helsinki Monitoring
Group in vilnius. Like their counterparts in the USSR, Baltic human-rights
activists, for example Balys Gajauskas
and viktoras Petkus, frequently are
sentenced to long terms of imprison–
ment.

UKRAINIAN DANCE ENSEMBLE

VOLOSHKY
of Philadelphia, Pa.
ZOlA HRAUR KORSUN - Artistic Director

PREMIERE APPEARANCE
in the

74 Harris Avenue ш Woonsocket. R.l.
All members ol the District Committee.Convention Delegates and Branch Officers and Delegates
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WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE

73, 177 in Providence. 93 in Central Falls. 122 in Taunton. 206 8.241 in Woonsocket. R.l.

METROPOLITAN AREA

PROGRAM

Sunday, April 5. 1981, at 3:30 p.m.
Howard Community College Theatre, Columbia, Md.

1 Report and discussion 2 Election ot District Committee Officers 3 Adoption ol District Program lot 1981

UNA District Committee

Tickets: S 10.00 ft 18.00

Reservations (301) 439-6321 after 6:00 p.m.

Sponsored by H01Y TR1N1TY PART1CULAR UKRA1N1AN CATH0UC CHURCH. Silver Spring. Md.

Noll

Named to head
urology department
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Yugoslavia's economy
Doing well at West Point
SH1PPENSBURG, Pa. - Dr. Bej,
associate professor of economics at
Shippensburg State College, recently
published an article titled "Codeter–
mination Principle in Labor-managed
Economy: An institutional Approach."
The article appeared in the Jahrbuch
der Wirtschaft Osteuropas, a Munichbased journal published by the Osteu–
ropa institut, a branch of Ludwigs
Малітіїіап Universitat in the city.

.--srK^nawwTcy'iws^vv^.-ft'.rt^i^^

and appeared in 1979 edition of Who's
Who in Music.
Miss Stuban graduated from the
Saturday School of Ukrainian Subjects
in New Haven and was a member of
Plast and the St.. Масі ina Choir of Ss.
Peter and Paul Church in Ansonia.
Conn.
At West Point she is a member of the
choir, scouting lour guide and the
Russian club. She will graduate in 1984.
The Stubans are members of UNA
branches 23 and 67.

Participates in art exhibit

as invitations and programs for various
local Ukrainian community activities.
The student art exhibit,.which runs
through March 4, may be seen in the
Robeson Campus Gallery, 350 High
St., Newark, N.J.

Joins real estate firm
RivERHEAD, N.Y. - Frank Ulan
received his New York State real-estate
salesman's license on December 22,
1980. Mr. Ulan, who was the proprietor
of Sunset Lanes, a bowling alley in
Westhampton Beach, N.Y., enrolled in
a real-estate course and upon comple–
tion of the course passed the Eastern
Suffolk Board of Realtor's Salesman's
examination.

Mr. Ulan is now associated with the
NEWARK, N.J. - Maria Holinaty, Weshamption Beach, N.Y., real-estate
a senior at Rutgers University, was firm of Catherine Kammerer which
among 47 art students taking part in an handles business and residential sales.
exhibition of mixed media which open– The residential sales includes exclusive
ed February 18 on the Newark campus beachfront property on the Atlantic
of Rutgers University.
Ocean and bayfront property on the
Miss Holinaty received honorable Great South Bay, both in the West–
mention for her silkscreen design which hampton Beach and surrounding areas
was used by the Rutgers University's known more popularly as The Hamp–,
Newark College of Arts and Science tons.
theater arts department for its "Dra–
Mr. Ulan is a member of UNA
cula" production poster.
Branch 256.
Miss Holinaty is a graduate of the St.
John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic
School in Newark, N.J., and a member Becomes sales representative
of Plast, the Ukrainian Music institute,
Chornomorska Sitch. Sports Club, the
WEST ORANGE, N.J. - Orest A.
Rutgers Ukrainian Student Club and Dzydzora recently became associated
UNA Branch 25.
with the West Orange office of The
Miss Holinaty received her first art Berg Agency, a real estate concern, as a
award at age 13 at an exhibition of sales representative.
children's art sponsored by UNWLA
Branch 86 in Newark (September 1973). - Berg Enterprises inc. is an American
She has been designing the Plast Stock Exchange company. Mr. Dzyd–
calendar for the past three years as well zora is a member of UNA Branch 170.
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HOLLAND AMERICA
and
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
present an

11 DAY CARR1BBEAN7BERMUDA CRU1SE

in this article, Dr. Bej. discusses the
institutional values of Yugoslav codetermination principle with managers
and direct producers as its major
components. After the discussion of
contradictions and difficulties, the
question is raised whether the Yugoslav
scheme has chances to survive. The
three conditions under which worker's
management can exist are: establish–
ment of realistic priorities, criteria of
achieving optimal efficiency, and eco–
nomic and political stability.

Last year, in recognition for a distin–
guished service to the community. Dr.
Bej was awarded a Certificate of Merit.
Accordingly, his name will appear in
vol. Xvil of the Dictionary of international Biography (Cambridge, England).
This summer Dr. Bej plans to visit the
Ukrainian Free University in Munich
where he is scheduled to teach a course
international Economic integration
(theory and application), and two
seminars, introduction to Macropolicy
(analysis of national product and na–
tional income).and introduction to
Macroplanning.
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Notes on people

PASSA1C, N.J. - Dr. Myroslaw
Bych was recently named to serve a Named queen's counsel
second term as head of the urology
department at St. Mary's Hospital here.
He had served as department head from
197! to 19.74.
Dr. Bych, who will oversee a staff of
12 urologists, began studying medicine
in 1939 at Lviv University. After World
War 11 caused him to interrupt his
studies and leave Ukraine, Dr. Bych
continued his studies in Erlangen,
Germany, where he became an M.D. in
1952.
Upon arriving in the United States,
Dr. Bych did his residency and intership
in general surgery at Coney island Hos–
pital in Brooklyn, N.Y., and specialized
in urology at Kings County University
Medical Center, also in Brooklyn.
Dr. Bych obtained licenses to practice
medicine in three states - New Jersey,
Maryland and Ohio.
Dr. Bych began practicing urology at
St. Mary's, and was named department
head in 1971.
Robert Kostyniuk
Dr. Bych is active in many medical
TORONTO
- Robert Kostyniuk,
associations and organizations, includ–
ing the American Medical Association, B.A., L.L.B., was a recipient of new
the American Association of Urolo– year's honors in receiving the distinc–
gists, the Ukrainian Medical Associa– tion of adding Q.C. (Queen's Counsel)
to his name. He is with the law firm
tion of North America.
in 1975, Dr. Bych was named distin– Thompson, Tooze and McLean in
guished citizen of New Jersey, and his Toronto. Mr. Kostyniuk is the son of Nestor
name was included in "Who's Who."
Besides being active in the medical and Yerna Kostyniuk of Windsor, Ont.
He
was born in Tolstoi, Man., attended
organizations. Dr. Bych is also active in
Ukrainian community life. He and his public a'nd high schools in Windsor,
family are members of UNA Branch 25. studied law at the University of Toronto
and Osgoode Hall, and was called to the
bar 12 years ago. He is a member of
UNA Branch 463 since 1965.
Authors article on

Recently, Dr. Bej also reviewed a
book written by Robert N. North titled:
"Transport in Western Siberia: Tsarist
and Soviet Development." The review
appeared in the December issue of
Canadian Slavonic P a p e T s .
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ss ROTTERDAM
Monday. May 1 8 , 1 9 8 1 to Thursday. May 2 8 , 1 9 8 1
and a

7 DAY BERMUDA CRU1SE

ss vOLENDAM
Saturday. June 2 1 . 1 9 8 1 to Saturday, June 2 8 , 1 9 8 1
SA1L1NG FROM NEW YORK C1TY

Cadet Lydia M . Stuban

SEYMOUR, Conn. - Lydia M.
Stuban, a native of Seymour, Conn., is
doing well in her first year at the U.S.
Military Academy in West Point, N.Y.
The daughter of Frank and Helen
Stuban, attended Ss. Peter and Paul
Ukrainian elementary school in An–
sonia, Conn., and graduated in June
1979 from Seymour High School with
honors (sixth in a class of 267).
Last June she graduated from the
U.S. Military Academy Preparatory
School at Fort Monmouth, N.J.
in high school. Miss Stuban received
awards in the voice of Democracy and
American Legion Oratorical contests.
She was inducted into the society of
Distinguished American High School
Students. She was also selected to
represent Seymour High School in the
New Haven Register Youth of (he Year

ш UNA members and their familes are cordially invited to join this fabulous cruise for a relexinf time
on the sea, where you will enjoy gracious service and warm Dutch hospitality, as well as stopovers
in Bermuda, San Juan, St. Thomas S Antigua, where shopping is a delight and the romantic islands
offer you fine sand beaches, deep sea fishing, golf, tennis and islands with dazzling gambling casinos
and nighttime excitement.
m The 38.000 ton ss ROTTERDAM and the 23.500 ton ss vOLENDAM present a vast range of facilities
for your pleasure and comfort - spacious staterooms - deck sports - two swimming pools movie theatre - three sumptuous meals - midnight buffet - professional variety shows nightly 2 orchestras for dancing - gambling casinos - discotheque and much more.
ш These spectacular vacation cruises are geared specifically to our UNA members and their families
with considerable savings. Come join the fun! Meet your UNA friends and make new ones! You'll do
exactly what you want to do at your own pace! You'll have the time of your life! Reservations deadline
March 3 1 . 1 9 8 1 !
m For colorful brochures and complete details call or write to Tour Director Andrew Keybida,
19 Rutgers Street. Maplewood, N.J. 07040. Tel.: (201) 762-2827.

'twsevvi-m^ ,'wsrwvv^
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Garden State festival slated for June 13

Woonsocket family's pysanky displayed

HOLMDEL, N.J. - The seventh
Ukrainian Festival will be held here at
the Garden State Arts Center on Satur–
day, June 13.

PAWTUCKET, R.l. - T h e pictur–
esque handiwork of a Woonsocket family
- decorated Ukrainian Easter eggs are on exhibit in the Pawtucket Public
Library lobby until March 31.
The Michaluks come from Woon–
socket where they have gained wide
recognition for their egg-decorating
work. Anne Michaluk and her two
daughters were part of a 19.79 ethnicity
film-study made by Folklife Center of
of the Library of Congress in
Washington.
Daughter Natalie is a teacher in the
Woonsocket Public School system;
Barbara (Michaluk) Rohrdanz now
resides in Plymouth, Mass., but retains
an active role in the family enterprise.
Their grandmothe^was a skilled practi–
tioner of decorating^Tlie eggs in this
exhibit have been crafted by Barbara
and Natalie using an ancient method
rit"J r-.'"i their grandmother.

This year's festival will feature a stage
program with performances by artists
from the United States and Canada,
an outdoor children's program, athletic
events and exhibitions of Ukrainian
dances, costumes, embroidery and

various art works.
Among the performers already slated
to apperar at the festival are screen and
television star Jack Palance and the
. Promin orchestra from Chicago.
The annual ethnic festivals at the
Garden State Arts Center raise funds
for free programs for New Jersey's
school children, senior citizens, ve–
terans and the blind.

SOYUZIVKA TAKES
A VACATION!
DUE TO EMPLOYEES HOUDAYS,
THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASS'N ESTATE
WILL BE CLOSED DURING MARCH.

See You in April.
THE MANAGEMENT

Mrs. Rohrdanz, will demonstrate the
ancient craft of egg dyeing at a two-part
class held at the library on March 19
and 26. She will discuss the rich folk
history of pysanky and will teach class
participants how to decorate an egg in
the traditional Ukrainian style.
Mrs. Rohrdanz's eggs are on per–
manent display at the Library of Con–
gress and are sold in the library's gift
shop. On April 2, she will be traveling to
Washington to organize a special exhi–
bit of pysanky.
Persons may register for the two
classes by calling the Pawtucket Public
Library at 725-3714. There is a S4 fee to
cover the cost of materials.
A photograph of the Michaluks'
pysanky is the main theme of the cover
of the March issue of The Column, the
library's monthly publication.

TUNE 1N ТО

NATIVE MELODY
A UKRAINIAN RADIO PROGRAM
ON WPOW -

1330

AM

FROM NEW YORK EvERY SUNDAY AT 5:30 P.M.

МХМВІ

Looking for a second income?

CONCERT OF 20th CENTURY UKRA1N1AN MUS1C

Become
AN ORGAN1ZER
for Ukrainian National Association

EUGENE GRATOviCH, violin ш viRKO BALEY, piano

FULL or PART ТІМЕ

Boston: M A R C H 2 0 . 8 : 0 0 p.m., LONGY SCHOOL O F MUS1C 1N CAMBR1DGE

You could start this career by organizing your family and friends.

(The Boston Concert is presented through generosity of William B. Stan)
Tickets 55.00 from FR0TH1NGHAM MANAGEMENT
384 Washington Street, Wellesley Hills. Mass.

,–—^ ^ y

v
New York City: MARCH 2 5 . 8:00 p.m.. CARNEG1E Я Е С І Т А І HALL
Tickets 55.00 from B1CHUR1N CONCERT CORP.
Carnegie Hall. Suite 609 D New York. N.Y. 10019

For information write to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
30 Montgomery Street " Jersey City, N.J. 07302
Atten: Organizing Dept.
Or telephone: (201) 451-2200 (Collect) or (212) 227-5250

MEET TODAY'S UKRAINIANS.

Olena just passed the law boards, and is
looking forward to practicing a career in
corporate law. Stefan is a commercial artist
for an advertising firm in New York. As busy
as they are. their Ukrainian heritage con–
tinues to play a big role in their lives.

Stefan: "1 grew up on the Уеіеіка Rainbow children's magazine, and attended
UNA summer camps at Soyuzivka througout
childhood. Ofcourse 1 belong to UNA. І
couldn't imagine NOT belonging.

Olena: "Well. І didn't discover my
Ukrainian "roots". until 1 was a teenager, and
started taking part in Ukrainian activities in
my community. Thanks to the UNA
scholarship, tuition expenses were less of a
burden. Today, і rely on The Ukrainian Weekly
to keep me informed.

Name
Address

Write for information today:

City '.

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
30 Montgomery Street,

PhOne

Jersey City,.N.J. 0 7 3 0 2 ,

"Being informed. Being active. Thai's
what being Ukrainian American is all about.
UNA is .more than insurance, it's a way of
life."

Dateof birth

State
„^.j^„....
........

Times 1 may be reached

Zipcode.

Ї

No. Ц
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SUSTA...
(Continued from page 1)
Sunday — 1 p.m., exhibition of
student works; 3 p.m., student cultural
program.
Registration for the conference will
be S5, which will cover admission to the
film night and cultural program.

Ronya Stojko Lozynskyj, SUSTA
president, at (212) 260-7888 (evenings);
or Michael Mulyk, vice president-East,
at (212) 854-8630 (evenings).
The conference will also feature a
talent show; coffeehouse. Anyone with
talents in thefieldsof art, photography,
music, poetry or the performing arts
will be considered for participation.

The SUSTA executive board is urg–
interested persons should respond
ing all.Ukrainian students, professors
immediately by contacting Ms. Stojko
and SUSTA alumni to attend.
Lozynskyj at the above number or by
Students wishing to register or obtain writing to her at 69 E. Seventh St., Apt.
more information should contact either 4-А, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Russian nationalism...
(Continued from page 2)
believes that this very nationalism is
also a potential threat.
Russian nationalism, the author
notes, "will invariably nourish Ukrai–
nian, Asian and other ethnic move–
ments within the Soviet Union, widen–
ing precisely those cracks that earlier
Soviet leaders sought to bridge with an
overreaching Communist ideology."
Moreover, he states: "Russian na–
tionalism... is bound to stir countering
local nationalism in foreign places Afghanistan and Poland are good ex–

amples — where Kremlin power is
brought to bear."
Mr. Rosenfeld forsees problems for
the Soviet leadership in years to come,
potential upheavals caused by the
backfiring of its steady appeals to
Russian^ Soviet chauvinism.

FOR SALE
Near Soyuzivka.
SECLUDED L-RANCH
Extra apt. solar hot НгО. Addtl. land
available. Selling Horses.

(914) 255-6347
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Ukrainian institute...
(Continued from page 1)
Ukrainian institute of America and
note on the check that it is intended for
the defense fund. Checks should be sent
to Friends of the Ukrainian institute,
сі о Ukrainian institute of America, 2 E.
79th St., New York, N.Y. 10021.
in addition, anyone interested in
joining the Friends of the Ukrainian
institute committee (dues S2S) is in–
vi,ted to write to the above address.
Further information on joining the
Friends and on activities may be ob–
tained from Zenon Babiuk in New
Jersey (201) 762-3461; Tania Tersha–
kovec in New York (212) 289-5274; or
Olenka Savyckyj in Westchestei7 Con–
necticut (203) 627^026.

Nostra culpa
in the March 8 issue of The Ukrai–
nian Weekly a photo of the Ukrainian
Dancers of Astoria was inadvertently
published in place of a photo of the
Chaika Dancers of Millville, N.J.

Defector...
(Continued from page 2)

comments about the West, the interview
quoted him as saying that the church
group that helped him in the United
States was а СІА front; that the U.S.
government had tried to recruit him as a
spy; that other Soviet defectors in
America lived lives of alcoholism,
degradation and despair; and that he
was "boundlessly happy" to be back
home.
Mr. Stepanov said that it took him
nearly 10 months to make contact with
Western journalists to deny having made
the statements attributed to him.
After a letter he wrote to the Ameri–
can Embassy was intercepted by the
KGB, Mr. Stepanov claims that he was
threatened by security agents, who
warned him that if he continued his
actions something could happen to his
legs.
The dancer holds little hope of ever
being able to return to the United
States, and said that his decision to talk
to the Western press to clear his name
was a matter of honor.
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AGAIN ON THE STAGE
FROM TORONTO, CANADA
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THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
ANNOUNCES

І

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

!

FOR THE ACADEMiC YEAR 1981782

t

The scholarships are available to students at an accredited college or university, WHO
HAVE BEEN MEMBERS OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR AT LEAST
TWO YEARS. Applicants are judged on the basis of scholastic record, financial need
and involvement in Ukrainian community and student life. Applications are to be sub–
mitted no later than March 3 1 , 1 9 8 1 . For applications form write to:
i

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
30 Montgomery Street " Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

Ukrainian Sayings 8L Loan Association
1321 W. Lindley Avenue m Philadelphia, Penna. 1 9 1 4 1
Tel.: ( 2 1 5 ) 3 2 9 - 7 0 8 0 or 3 2 9 7 2 7 7

m Pays thp highest interest allowed by law on passbook accounts. - Add or withdraw any amount
at any time.
'
'
j
ш REGULAR CERT1F1CATES OF 0EP0S1T
8 И И - 1 year maturity - J25O.0O minimum: 6 У Л - 3 years matunty - ^250ЛО mm mum.
7Ш - 4 years maturity - 1500.00 minimum: 7У.ЧІ. - 6 years maturity - S5O0.00.
8"X. - 8 years maturity - J1.000.00 minimum.
a H1GH-Y1E1D CERT1F1CATES OF DEP0S1T
І
NEW 2W-YEAR CERT1F1CATES - J500.00 minimum with interest rate established monthly. Based on
the yield on 2W year U.S. Treasury Securities.
і
MONEY MARKET CERT1F1CATES - S10.000.00 minimum with interest rate established weekly, based
on 6-months U.S. Treasury Bills.
a Offers mortgages and passbook loans on terms to suit your budget.
m Provides banking services, such as Money Orders. Travelers Cheques. Direct Deposit of Social Se–
curity checks. 1RA accounts, etc.

THE MOST EXCITING, SPECTACULAR AND
EXPLOSIVE UKRAINIAN DANCE
AT 1TS BEST!!!
APRIL 4th, i98i - WATERLOO, Ontario
Humanities Theatre, University of Waterloo
і
200 University Avenue West, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
8 p.m.
Tickets at Box Office

m Free Money Orders for senior citizens.
m Supports educational and civic efforts of the Ukrainian community.

OUR FULL-TIME, EXPERIENCED STAFF IS READY TO SE.WE YOUI
'

OFFlCE HOURS: Monday through Thursday: 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m..
Friday: 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. and Saturday: 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
U All saving are insured up to S100.000 00 by F S11 C
m interest rate is guaranteed for the term ol the certificate
a Federal law requires that certificates redeemed before maturity are subiert to a substantial peoaltv.

APRIL 5th, i98i - TORONTO, Ontario
Ryerson Theatre
33 Gerrard Street East, Toronto. Ontario, Canada
Tickets at Bass Outlets 8 Arka
3 p.m. 8 7 p.m.
MAY 10th, 1 9 8 1 - LONDON, Ontario
Centennial Hall
550 Wellington Street. London, Ontario, Canada
4 p.m.

Tickets at Bass Outlets І
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gets lost, falls and breaks against the adamant
laconicism." He said this in 1856, well taught by many
years of work. But, on the other hand, although very
critical toward his works from the exile period, he
made the fewest changes in the poems from his earliest
period, it is possible that the works stemmining from
his "young imagination" were precisely those dear to
him, that he did not want to lift his hand against that
which had "flowed" from under his pen, and that he
refused to falsify his creative process, in 1858 and
i860, he could have followed the advice of Kulish and
corrected the errors in his eari;y works. Shevchenko
considered Kulish a good critic, and his suggestions
followed Shevchenko's own aesthetic canons of
laconicism. in 1858 Shevchenko wanted to let Kulish
become a partner in the polishing of his work from the
exile period saying that Kulish was the only one who
"sometimes tell the truth." All the others (i.e.,
Maksyrriovych and Shchepkin) bowed down before
Shevchenko's poetic work, and he could get nothing
from them save admiration. But then Kul ish later tried
to introduce corrections into the early works of
Shevchenko, the latter categorically forbade him to do
so, and Kulish. with a few small exceptions, failed in
his intentions. Only one passage,

On the other hand, Shevchenko deleted, in the later
version of "The Neophytes," a good part of the
prologue, where his fantasy, fed by his enraged
emotions and by his reaction to bitter reality, made
him write too fiery lyrical meditations. These may
have been of some value as separate pieces, but in the
poem they only extended already long, although
dynamic, reflective invectives and apostrophes.
Shevchenko was right in stemming the flow of these
wrathful meditations which could have been expressed
in a different place.
Besides the expanding and condensing of the subject
matter of his poems, we do not find in the whole of
Shevchenko's work any other changes which would
attest to his having difficulties in composing works
with even very complex plots. With his creative
insight, he would grasp the complete structure, the
whole complex of episodes in their internal composi–
tional order. Lermontov, whose creative process was
so close to Shevchenko's (he also wrote spontane–
ously), without going through the tortures of search–
ing for words, had difficulty in constructing his poems.
He spent a lot of time re-constructing his works. "The
Demon" is a good example of this, and textual
scholars are still trying to determine the original text of
the poem. A textual scholar concerned with Shev–
chenko's work has no such difficulties. Shevchenko
might be misled by his emotions, as was the case with
"The Neophytes," but with one stroke of his pen he
would relentlessly cross out what disturbed the
symmetry of the poem, or would easily add that which
the poem lacked.
in this article. І have tried to show the reader the
creative laboratory of Shevchenko. bringing to light,
on the basis of objective data, the most important,
aspects ofShevchenko'screative process. І do not
pretend to have exhausted the questions (they are
much more numerous), nor the completeness of the
documentatiorjjjf-rffy arguments; had 1 done so. this
article would have been a monograph.
The psychology of Shevchenko's work is still little
studied.17 The biographers, textual scholars and
student of prosody have compiled a great deal of wellclassified and illumined material. Now it is the
psychologists' turn.
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Shevchenko's creative process
( C o n t i n u e d f r o m page 16)

eliminated the defect, which had consisted in prolonging the action. The work became much more
dynamic.
'
With the exception of this example, we have no
other record of important textual revisions in his work
during the years 1837 through 1850, i.e., in threequarters of it. All variants of his works differ only in
minor stylistic details. There are many of these
changes and they show that Shevchenko very carefully
reworked his poems. On the other hand, very
interesting material is contained in the work done in
1858 on his poems written between 1847 and 1850, in
exile. The same can be said about the work done in
1858 and again in 1860 on his earlier works, (mostly
from the first St. Petersburg period), as well as his
work on poems written between 1858 and i860,
especially on "Maria" and "The Neophytes."
-"^Correcting, polishing, "sifting" (as Shevchenko
says) his works, he proceeded on the basis of personal
aesthetics, as would any other poetThisis no longer a
spontaneous process. Here the presence of the intellect
is evident, it is the work of aesthetic criticism and selfcriticism.
When he was reworking poems written eight to 11
years earlier, he was free of the influence of autosuggestion, and he could be objective toward his own
"children." in 1858 he completely rewrote the few
poems written in exile. This work consisted primarily
of condensing. Shevchenko first of all eliminated
unnecessary epilogues that did. not strengthen the
effectiveness of the poems (for instance, in "The
Monk" "Chernets": he eliminated non-vital motifs
or episodes and didactic conclusions (in the prologue to "The Tsars," the burlesque conversation with the
muse; in "The Witch" f"vidma"j, the end of the poem,
with its motif of the aspen tree; 15 and others).
in 1858, while reworking his early poems from 18391842. he introduced some sizable corrections only in
"Haidamaky". but they are not a result of his critical
attitude toward his earlier style; they stemmed mainly
from his desire to correct a historical error: to transfer
the murder of the churchwarden from vilshana to
Mliyiv. where it actually took place. But there were
very few of these corrections (four or five), and he did
not carry out his plans concerning them.
Most of his other works remained unchanged.
Those that were corrected ("The Poplar Tree"
("Topolia". "Katei-yna," "The Drowned One", and
others) show only unimportant stylistic changes
(mostly in "The Poplar Tree"), in "Haidamaky,"beside
the already mentioned corrections, he also eliminated
certain passages. These changes of 1858 were not
incorporated into the "Kobzar" of i860 due to
circumstances beyond Shevchenko's control, and after
this edition was published, Shevchenko started in a
leisurely manner to make new corrections. The new
changes frequently differ from those of 1858.
His tendency to make his works more dynamic, his
plots (or his canvases, as Shevchenko called them)
more condensed, followed the line of his aesthetic
canons. His views are worth quoting: "The first
attempts are always very complicated. Young ima–
gination knows no boundaries, does not limit itself to
one grandiloquent word, one note, one line; it requires
space, it grows, and in this growth it very frequently

EDUCATIONAL
LOANS

Nash zavziatyi Holovaty
Ne vmre, ne zahyne
(Our brave Holovaty will die not. nor perish...) he
managed to change to
Nasha duma. nasha pisnia
Ne vmre ne zahyne
(Our dumas, our songs; will die not. not perish...). He
barely succeeded in introducing even this change, and
did so possibly without Shevchenko's consent, as some
of his remarks lead us to believe.
it is worth mentioning here that Shevchenko never
made a change in his most spontaneous work. Such
poems as "A Cherry Orchard by the House..."("Sadok
vyshnevyi Kolo Khaty"), "ivan Pidkova" and short
songs or ballads have no variants; or the variants differ
so little that they are hardly worth mentioning.16 "A
Cherry Orchard by the House" is one of the most
masterful primitive works of art. Such a piece may be
created only spontaneously, and Shevchenko consi–
dered the poem one of his dearest creations.
Concerning Shevchenko's work on the poems from
his last period, the work on "Maria" supplies us with
the most interesting data. І have already mentioned
that the first-draft manuscript consisted of 527 lines
(October 24, 1859). in the final version (November 3,
1859), "Maria" has 743 lines. After expanding certain
motifs, he first of all thoroughly reworked the life of
Jesus Christ, especially his childhood, virtually
rewriting it. Here he introduced, with a master's skill, a
series of episodes: the little gallows in the form of a
cross, which the little Jesus makes and plays with; the
fiery teardrop of the virgin Mary which awakens the
little Christ; touching scenes from'Christ's life: when
his holy mother follows him and washes his tired feet,
when Christ plays with children, and many others. All
this imparts to the poem's final version an artistic
completion and a certain radiance, it makes deeper
Shevchenko's approach to the main elements in the
poem — the final stage of Mary's tragedy, and her
maternal heroism, in the orignal version, the lives of
Jesus and Mary were narrated only sketchily.

11. This proves that the passage was written spontanc–
oulsy and thai in writing it Shevchenko did not control his
emotions by reason.
12. Lines 37 through 196 of the poem, "Tvory." 11, pp. 5456.
13.1 will not cite them here, for they would he interesting
only to a specialist.
14. in the first draft of the fragment "We areStupid and
Proud People". ("Durni ta Hordiyi My Liudy").only four to
five lines out of 39 were changed.
15. This process may be very easily illustrated by
comparing the different versions of some of the abovementioned poems, which 1 collected in "Tvory," iv.
16. The small variations frequently arose, not due to
intended changes, but because Shevchenko would write the
poems down from memory, to give them to someone.
17. With the exception of small articles dealing with
Shevchenko's creative process in separate worksT and the
article by S. Balej. "Z Psykholohiyi "Tvorchosty T. H.
Shevchenka" ("The Psychology of Shevchenko's Work")
(Lviv. 1916), we have no such work. Balcj's study is
interesting, but not always convincing, and based on much
too limited material.

UNA STUDENT EDUCAT10NAL LOANS
The loan will bear a modest interest rate of 307o a year only on loans made, interest
will accumulate during the period of schooling and be paid during repayment
period.
As of November 1. children up to 4'4 years of age who enroll for S15.000 of insurance will be guaranteed a 55.000 educational loan. Should they
enroll for J25.000 of insurance, they will be guaranteed a loan of 37:500.
Juvenile members ages 5 to 10 enrolled for 515.000 of NEW insurance will be guaranteed a J4.000 Educational l o a n , if enrolled for 5 2 5 . 0 0 0 of
protection, they will be guaranteed a loan of 56.000.
The protection herein referred to must be under UNA P-20 Certificate.

A UNA
FRATERNAL
SERVICE
TO MEMBERS

A formal notice that loan is guaranteed will be sent with Certificate of Protection when it is issued after November 1 , 1980.
Certificate must remain in good standing with all assessments and dues paid until Educational loan isgranted and throughout repayment period.
Certificate must be assigned to UNA during the period of the loan and its repayment. Either parents or guardian must guarantee repayment of loan
if Juvenile is under age 21 when loan is granted
Educational loans will be made over a four year period only for tuition to the college or institution of higher learning.
Repayment of loan begins the 3 months following graduation ol applicant and must be fully repaid over a maximum of twenty equal quarterly
installments
Should period of education for which loan was secured be reduced or terminated the repayment period will begin immediately.

